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Solutions for the Reset Economy
Change brings opportunity. Markets have shifted, and it’s time to reset and
move forward with new ideas. It’s time to put the focus back on growth and
put the power of predictive analytics to work at the center of your strategies.
The FICO Products & Services Catalog is your guide to today’s leading edge
in analytic innovation. In these pages, you’ll discover fresh ideas for the issues
you face: from measuring customer risk to preventing fraud; from increasing
effectiveness in collections to rebuilding customer relations.
There are opportunities on the road ahead. Make every decision count.
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FICO At-a-Glance
FICO transforms business by making every decision count. FICO’s
solutions combine trusted advice, world-class analytics and innovative
applications to give organizations the power to automate, improve and
connect decisions across their business.

Profile

Industries

Span

Offices

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Founded: 1956
NYSE: FICO
Revenues: .
$630M (FY09)

  Banking
  Insurance

5,000 clients in 80.
countries

  Healthcare
  Retail

Our results include:

•

Bank of China—Reduced time and cost of developing new credit
application system by 75%

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best Buy—Increased same-store growth by 300%
Raiffeisen—Reached ROI in three months
Bancomer—Cut debit card fraud losses by 70%
Cooperative Bank—Improved profit per application by 45%
TD Canada Trust—Increased new unsecured credit volume by 60%
National Australia Bank—Increased collections productivity by 300%
Santander—Reduced delinquent account rates by 50%
Highmark—Uncovered an additional 19% in fraud dollars from
existing claims
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•

  20 offices worldwide
Headquarters: .
Minneapolis
Hubs: San Rafael, .
San Diego, London,
São Paulo, Singapore,
Bangalore, Beijing,
Germany

Clients in 80 countries work with FICO to increase customer loyalty and
profitability, cut fraud losses, manage credit risk, meet regulatory and
competitive demands, and rapidly build market share.

FICO clients include:

FICO facts

•
•
•

•

Nine of the top 10 companies in the Fortune 500

•

management system is ranked #1 in sales and

Two-thirds of the top 100 banks in the world

sophistication by industry analysts and other .

90 of the 100 largest financial institutions in the US,
and all of the 100 largest US credit card issuers
More than 300 personal and commercial lines .

third parties

•

•

100+ retailers and general merchandisers, including half of the top 50 US retailers

•

150+ healthcare and life sciences companies,.
including 8 of the world’s top 10 pharmaceuticals.
companies

FICO was ranked among the top 25 technology
providers to the global financial services industry

insurers in North America and Europe, including
the top 10 US personal lines insurers

The FICO® Blaze Advisor® business rules

in the 2009 FinTech 100

•

About 65% of the world’s credit cards are managed
using FICO adaptive control systems

•

FICO fraud systems protect 1.8 billion card .
accounts worldwide

•

The top 10 US banks use FICO collections and .
recovery solutions

•

FICO® Scores are used in three out of four US .
mortgage originations

“FICO is notable among analytic application providers in its extensive
experience in delivering high value in industry-specific, decision-centric
applications.”
—Henry Morris, Senior Vice President, Worldwide Software and Services, IDC
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Our Solutions
FICO uses advanced predictive analytics to give you greater control over the
complex, high-volume customer decisions your business makes every day.
These world-class analytics can instantly analyze massive amounts of data
to predict future  outcomes, helping you make smarter business decisions
that drive better results. Analytics are central to the three types of solutions
that FICO develops:
Applications—Integrated systems that apply analytics,
decision logic and industry expertise to strategy and
execution across the customer lifecycle. They help thousands of businesses in 80 countries make smarter decisions.

clients forecast customer behavior, design strategies .
and make the ideal decision for every opportunity.
Tools—Sophisticated software for business rules
management, model development and optimization.
They give our clients the technology to drive their own
innovation and improve agility, precision and consistency.

Sco

Operationalize
complex, high-volume
decisions over
customer lifecycles

s

Predictive
Analytics

ion

cat

pli

Ap

Improve predictions
to determine
optimum decisions

res

Scores—Industry-standard scores and models for
managing risk and identifying opportunities. They help our

Tools

Simplify and reduce the cost
of developing, managing and
improving business decisions

To learn more about any of the solutions in this guide, and see how we can help you solve your specific business challenges, we
encourage you to contact your FICO representative. You can also get answers on our website at www.fico.com, or connect with your
peers on the FICO Community at decisions.fico.com.
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FICO® Retail .
Action Manager

Tools

Scores

FICO® Transaction.
Scores

FICO® TRIAD®.
Customer Manager

Customer
Management

FICO® Debt .
Manager™ Solution

Collections &
Recovery

FICO™ Recovery .
Management System™ .
solution

Manage

FICO™ Insurance.
Fraud Manager

FICO™ Falcon® .
Fraud Manager

Fraud

Protect

Optimization:  FICO™ Xpress Optimization Suite   |   FICO™ Decision Optimizer

Models: FICO™ Model Builder

Business Rules: FICO™ Blaze Advisor® business rules management system

B2C: myFICO® service   |   FICO® Score View™ Service

B2B: FICO® Score  |  FICO® Credit Capacity Index™  |  FICO® Insurance Score  |  FICO® Score Trends Service  |  FICO® Economic Impact Index

FICO® LiquidCredit®.
service

FICO® Capstone®.
Decision Accelerator

Originations

Marketing

FICO® Precision
Marketing Manager

ORIGINATE

Acquire

Across the Lifecycle and Embedded in Applications

Applications

Customer Lifecycle Solutions

Key Solutions

FICO Product Portfolio

BANKING

BANKING » Marketing

Marketing
FICO marketing solutions provide an integrated decision management platform
allowing you to connect to your customers, collect actionable information and perfect
your marketing campaigns with advanced analytics.

Key Business Challenges

FICO Approach

Challenges due to proliferation of channels:

Our approach enables real-time consumer engagement
between you and your customers and prospects.
You’ll know more about each individual customer,
leading to more targeted campaigns. You can engage
with consumers on the web to gather relevant data,
administer loyalty programs and push promotions in
real time. You can reduce marketing costs by ensuring
that the most relevant messages reach the right targets
through the most effective channels.

»» Increasing marketing clutter for consumers, making it
more difficult to connect and engage them
»» Maintaining control of the dialog by anticipating and
responding quickly to claims, negative comments
or reviews in interactive channels (or conversely
leveraging positive reviews)
»» Optimizing marketing mix
Challenges due to economic environment:
»» Limited marketing budgets
»» Reduced response rates

FICO has broad experience leveraging transaction data
to predict behaviors relevant to marketers. Additionally,
marketers rely on FICO® Scores for campaigns that
attract low risk prospects.

Organizational challenges:

The FICO approach enables you to connect with
customers, collect actionable data and perfect
decisions:

»» Multiple environments for marketing, all managing
channels independently

»» Connect: Connect dynamically with customers in
real-time web interaction.

»» Increasing amounts of disparate data

»» Collect: Develop an actionable, single view
of customers and prospects. Leverage data
enhancement and appends, surveys and other data
sources.

»» High customer acquisition costs

»» Inability to baseline and measure results

»» Perfect: Increase engagement, sales or other
measures through test-and-learn platforms and
advanced decisioning analytics.
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Banking » Marketing

Why FICO

Client Proof Points

»» FICO has been a leader in turning data into actionable
information for more than 50 years.

Canadian Tire Financial Services, the financial
services arm of Canadian Tire Corporation, Ltd., which
operates more than 1,170 general merchandise and
apparel retail stores and gas stations.

»» We specialize in solving real-world business problems
with advanced analytic technology.
»» Our hosted solution enables you to get up and
running quickly without significant upfront
investment.
»» The solutions are flexible—they integrate into your
existing systems and processes. They are modular—
you can select which components to incorporate
based on your needs. And they are scalable—the
solution can grow and expand across the enterprise
on your schedule.

Challenge: Develop an actionable metric for
measuring customer value
Solution: Enterprise-level segmentation enabled
through Segmentation Models
Results: Developed customer segments that are
strategically distinct and highly differentiated by value.
Deploying strategies that refocus efforts on most
valuable cardholders.
A large retailer with a tiered loyalty program launched
a campaign with the goal of increasing both sales and
membership in its top tier.
Results
»» Individualized offers were redeemed at rates ranging
from 10 to 20 times that of control group receiving
generalized offers
»» Double-digit increase in upgrades to top-tier of
retailer’s loyalty program
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banking » Marketing

Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO® Precision
Marketing Manager

» Know more about each individual consumer’s value and potential,
leading to more targeted campaigns

Hosted by FICO

» Leverage single point of marketing decisions across all channels
and touchpoints
» Reduce campaign costs and increase response by ensuring relevant
messages reach the right targets through the most effective
channels

Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

FICO™ Customer Data
Integration

» Completely identify each individual, their history of purchases and
other data

Individual ID, Household ID,
Address ID for customers in
database

Marketing Strategy
Consulting

» Improve marketing and business results, such as cross-sell and
retention, through customer-centric insight and marketing strategy
focused on customer needs, value and behavior

Customer strategy, marketing
strategy recommendations,
customer segmentation
targeting and messaging
recommendations, business
process design

Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Segmentation Models

» Enables more intelligent marketing tactics focused on customer
value and more informative reports of KPIs by segment

Value-driven customer
segmentation, customer
profiles, scoring algorithm
to assign customers to
segments

Predictive Models

» Improved response prediction for greater targeting precision and
use of marketing dollars

Can be provided as FICO™
Blaze Advisor® executable
or as comprehensive model
specification

Decision Modeling and
Optimization

» Optimize results of marketing campaigns while explicitly managing
business trade-offs such as cost and benefit or risk and reward

Optimized strategy (tree,
tagged file and/or code),
optimization reports,
pre-configured application
to enable simulation and
creation of new optimized
strategies

Custom Analytics
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Scores
Product

Value Proposition

Availability

FICO® 8 Score
» FICO® 8 Auto Score

» Make more confident credit decisions to reduce loss today and
prepare your organization for growth using the most widely
trusted and accepted credit risk scores available

Equifax, Experian,
TransUnion (US)
FICO® PreScore® Service
(US)

» FICO® 8 Bankcard Score
» FICO® 8 Mortgage Score
(Equifax)
FICO® 8 AO Scores
FICO® 7 Scores

TransUnion (South Africa)
Equifax, TransUnion (Canada)

Other international markets:
FICO® Scores

» Leverage FICO® Scores to unlock the predictive power in
international consumer credit bureau data to automate and
improve credit decisions around the world

CallCredit (UK)
NBKI (Russia)
ACSP (Brazil)
ICB (Ireland)
Biroul de Credit (Romania)
The Benefit Co. (Bahrain)
Client installations in:
Mexico, Panama, Peru, Japan,
Taiwan, Thailand, Poland,
Saudi Arabia

FICO® SME Blended Scores
FICO® SME Scores

» Leverage FICO® Scores to unlock the predictive power of
international commercial credit bureau data to automate and
improve credit decisions

CBS (Singapore)
Client installations in:
Turkey
BOL/NCB (Thailand) Oct 2010

FICO® Expansion® Score

» Assess risk for underserved consumers

TransUnion (South Africa)
NBKI (Russia)

FICO® Credit Capacity Index™

» Assess consumers’ ability to safely manage additional debt

Equifax, Experian (US)
FICO® PreScore® Service (US)
KCB (Korea) June 2010

FICO® Economic Impact Index

» Adjust lifecycle decision strategies by anticipating future changes
to FICO® 8 Scores relative to macro-economic forecasts*

April 2010
Equifax (US)
FICO® PreScore® Service (US)

*Economic forecasts driven by Moody’s Analytics, Inc.
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FICO® Bankruptcy Score

» Avoid or reduce bankruptcy loss in time to act without sacrificing
revenue

FICO® Revenue Scores

» Target prospects and customer actions based on revenue potential

www.fico.com

Equifax, Experian,
TransUnion (US)
Equifax, TransUnion (Canada)
FICO® PreScore® Service (US)

banking » Marketing

Score-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

FICO® PreScore® Service
(US)

» Combine FICO® Scores across CRAs with cutting-edge strategies to
improve prospect targeting

Range of FICO® Scores
for prescreen—delivered
through Equifax, Experian,
TransUnion (US)

FICO® Score Trends Service
(US)

» Enhance market and product strategies by understanding trends in
consumer credit by FICO® Score trends over time

Trended FICO® Score
information for all industries,
auto, bankcard, mortgage
and regional drill-down
variations
Web delivery via:
www.scoretrends.fico.com

FICO® Diagnostic Service
(all markets)

» Gain additional value from FICO® Scores by monitoring and
enhancing portfolio health and decision strategies

Customized services provide
analyses, reports and
recommendations tailored to
business needs (e.g., criteria
and score cutoff adjustments,
score migration, validations,
performance tracking and
more)
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Originations
FICO’s originations solutions leverage predictive analytics and domain expertise to help
you improve origination decisions at lower costs and reduced turnaround times, while
ensuring regulatory and internal policy compliance for new account openings.

Key Business Challenges

FICO Approach

Heightened focus on growth

FICO’s approach is to help you onboard profitable new
customers more confidently, consistently and cost
effectively. Using a combination of predictive analytics
(embedded and customized services), “business user”
software and domain expertise, FICO helps you lower
operating costs and application processing times
by putting control in the hands of the business user,
reducing new account delinquencies through marketleading analytic solutions. FICO enables you to enforce
credit policies consistently through automation of
strategies and to improve performance continually
through testing and estimation.

»» Achieve controlled, organic growth through
more consistent, profitable decisions and efficient
operations
Heightened focus on better risk management
»» Stabilize and reduce losses and delinquencies 		
stemming from weak underwriting/risk management
practices
»» Overcome increasing first-party fraud abuse through
greater scrutiny at time of new account opening
»» Adapt quickly to macro-economic changes
Heightened focus on expense management
»» Lower IT costs by merging and upgrading legacy
technology, including through use of SOA and SaaS
»» Manage, simulate and quickly implement origination
credit policy to increase underwriting effectiveness
Increase in regulation and internal policy
compliance
»» Satisfy additional regulation and compliance 		
requirements
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banking » Originations

Why FICO

Client Proof Points

»» Expertise in automated application processing
solutions (including business user control), predictive
models and decision modeling for new accounts;
leading provider of US small business application risk
analytics with 500+ clients worldwide.

US regional small business lender implemented
FICO® LiquidCredit® decision engine. Within first six
months, realized benefits included:

»» Comprehensive analytic solutions and services—from
pooled to custom analytic solutions—to unlock the
value of all data available at the point of decision.

»» Reduction in cost per application from $500 to $25

»» Decision modeling and optimization to solve your
most complex operational challenges and maximize
your origination strategies.
»» Industry experts and former portfolio managers within
FICO’s Business Consulting team provide best practice
support and practical advice so the full benefits of the
solution are successfully deployed, operationalized
and realized.
»» Market leading provider of robust lifecycle value
added solutions, including on-time and quality
implementations. Our Connected Decisions approach
enables better portfolio management, performance
and customer satisfaction.

»» Reduction in processing time from one month to less
than one week

»» Increased customer satisfaction and 50% volume
growth
Leading North American bank implemented FICO™
Custom Decision Optimization for initial credit line. After
11 months, realized benefits included:
»» 49% increase in profitability
»» 15% increase in balances
»» 16% reduction is loss rates
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banking » Originations

Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO® LiquidCredit®
decision engine

» LiquidCredit decision engine is a hosted service that enables
credit grantors to incorporate real-time data and empiricallydriven analytics into their application processing system. It lowers
operating costs and reduces new account delinquencies by
automating the origination process, enabling more consistent
and higher quality decisions.

Hosted by FICO

» Benefits include: 15%–25% reduction in delinquencies and
losses, an instant and accurate decision and pricing on each
credit offer, significantly reduced IT infrastructure costs, ability to
quickly pursue new markets and channels, and ensure regulatory
compliance and satisfy inquiries with score reason codes.

FICO® Capstone®
Decision Accelerator

» Capstone Decision Accelerator is business user friendly
decisioning software that enables credit grantors to improve
profitability by lowering operating costs and reducing new
account delinquencies. It automates credit decisions, consistently
enforces credit policies, executes lending and pricing rules,
implements and executes predictive analytics, performs
champion/challenger testing, estimation, and reporting to help
adapt to changing economic conditions and continually improve
performance.
» Benefits include: 50%–100% increase in application volume
capacity, 25%–50% reduction in manual intervention, turnaround
time reduced from days to minutes, implementation of new
programs reduced from quarters to days; built on FICO™ Blaze
Advisor® technology.
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banking » Originations

Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Professional Services
Implementation Services

» Controlled project, on-time and on-budget delivery,
operational excellence

Project Guide,
Administrative Guide,
Project Description and
Alternatives, Operation
Excellence Services

Product Training

» Knowledge and skills for successful implementation, maintenance
and ongoing support

Fundamental and advanced
client knowledge transfer
and partner training courses

Global Business Consulting:
» Originations Strategy Design

» Global team with real-world experience in all the originations
issues clients are facing. The team can provide practical advice and
solutions based on this first-hand experience.

Best practice in origination
credit risk management and
operations covering and
delivering:
» Process design
» Strategy design
» Roadmap of activities
towards best-in-class
decisioning
» Roadmap of activities
toward best-in-class
operations
» Benchmarking across
strategy and operation

» Originations Operational
Review

» Our Originations Consulting Team can provide assistance around
strategy design for any product and overlay industry best practice
to put your originations strategies on the road to becoming best
in class.
» The consulting engagement performs an across-the-board
evaluation of your origination operation, comparing your existing
methodologies to industry standards and best practice.

Custom Analytics
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Predictive Models:

» Improved predictions for more accurate, reliable and consistent
decisions

Can be provided as FICO™
Blaze Advisor® executable
or delivered as
comprehensive model
specification for deployment
within FICO® Capstone®
Decision Accelerator and
FICO® Capstone® Decision
Manager

» Custom models
» Expert models: for
clients with limited or no
development data
» Analytic and
Scorecard Audits
» Analytic Health Checks
» Scorecard
Development Training
» Tracking and
Monitoring Review

» Predicting outcomes including:
• Risk (days past due, loss, charge-off)
• Basel: Probability of default (PD), loss given default (LGD),
exposure at default (EAD)
• Response
• Revenue
• Capacity
• Pre-payment
• Fraud
» Up to 25% profit improvement over judgmental decisions

continued on next page
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Custom Analytics

continued from previous page

Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Predictive Models: FICO®
Economic Impact Services

» Translate how current and projected market conditions will
impact expected risk levels

Econometric models
delivering future adjusted
alignment parameters
Add-on:
» Ongoing model refresh
or validation after initial
delivery
» Strategy consulting and
tracking services
» Inclusion into FICO™
Custom Decision
Optimization projects

» Enabling strategies to be scientifically adjusted to reflect the
upcoming risk
» In creating this new offering, an ROI of 6:1 has been demonstrated
through the application of the “future adjusted” score across the
credit line management and collections strategies with equal
figures forecast for an origination application

Decision Modeling and
Optimization:
» Proof of Concept

» Deal with multiple and conflicting tactical objectives to identify
the “best” (e.g., highest profit or lowest cost) action/treatment/
decision for your customers/accounts

» Quick Start

» Working within a defined set of goals and constraints to
determine the optimal actions in terms of:

» Custom Decision
Optimization
» Framework

• Accept/reject
• Interest rate/price
• Line/loan amount
• Term
» Results achieved: 45% profit lift over the life of loan, while
maintaining historical loss and acceptance rates
» Flexible engagement methods to provide the precise support
you need:
• Proof of Concept to build your business case for optimization
• Quick Start to gain benefits quickly
• Custom Decision Optimization—a comprehensive decision
model development
• Framework to jump-start your modeling team
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Strategy-only delivery
for deployment within
originations decision engine
A pre-configured application:
With the custom decision
models embedded in
Decision Optimizer, you can
explore new operating points
and create new optimized
strategies as you manage
goals, constraints and
objectives
Detailed reporting provides
enhanced insight into the
profile of your customers and
how they respond to your
actions

banking » Originations

Scores
Product

Value Proposition

Availability

FICO® 8 Score
» FICO® 8 Auto Score

» Make more confident credit decisions to reduce loss today and
prepare your organization for growth using the most widely
trusted and accepted credit risk scores available

Equifax, Experian, TransUnion
(US)

» FICO® 8 Bankcard Score
» FICO® 8 Mortgage Score
(Equifax)

TransUnion (South Africa)
Equifax, TransUnion (Canada)

FICO® 8 AO Scores
FICO® 7 Scores

Other international markets:
FICO® Scores

» Leverage FICO® Scores to unlock the predictive power in
international consumer credit bureau data to automate and
improve credit decisions around the world

CallCredit (UK)
NBKI (Russia)
ACSP (Brazil)
ICB (Ireland)
Biroul de Credit (Romania)
The Benefit Co. (Bahrain)
Client installations in:
Mexico, Panama, Peru, Japan,
Taiwan, Thailand, Poland,
Saudi Arabia

FICO® SME Blended Scores
FICO® SME Scores

» Leverage FICO® Scores to unlock the predictive power of
international commercial credit bureau data to automate and
improve credit decisions

CBS (Singapore)
Client installations in: Turkey
BOL/NCB (Thailand)
Oct 2010

FICO® Expansion® Score

» Assess risk for underserved consumers

Microbilt (US)
TransUnion (South Africa)
NBKI (Russia)

FICO® Credit Capacity Index™

» Assess consumers’ ability to safely manage additional debt

Equifax, Experian (US)
KCB (Korea) June 2010

FICO® Economic Impact Index

» Adjust lifecycle decision strategies by anticipating future changes
to FICO® 8 Scores relative to macro-economic forecasts*

April 2010
Equifax (US)

*Economic forecasts driven by Moody’s Analytics, Inc.

FICO® Bankruptcy Score
FICO® Revenue Scores

» Avoid or reduce bankruptcy loss in time to act without
sacrificing revenue
» Target prospects and customer actions based on revenue
potential

FICO® Application
Fraud Scores

» Reduce application fraud loss

Equifax, Experian,
TransUnion (US)
Equifax, TransUnion
(Canada)

Equifax, TransUnion
(Canada)
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Score-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

FICO® Score Trends Service
(US)

» Enhance market and product strategies by understanding trends
in consumer credit by FICO® Score trends over time

Trended FICO® Score
information for all industries,
auto, bankcard, mortgage
and regional drill-down
variations
Web delivery via:
www.scoretrends.fico.com

FICO® Diagnostic Service
(all markets)

» Gain additional value from FICO® Scores by monitoring and
enhancing portfolio health and decision strategies

Customized services provide
analyses, reports and
recommendations tailored
to business needs (e.g.,
criteria and score cutoff
adjustments, score migration,
validations, performance
tracking and more)
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Customer Management
FICO’s customer management solutions enable you to automate smart, quick
and consistent portfolio management decisions, helping you achieve and sustain
competitive advantages in the global marketplace.

Key Business Challenges

FICO Approach

Need to improve profitability

FICO helps you manage customer and account
relationships more profitably.

»» Focus on controlled, organic growth
Increasing losses and customer attrition
»» Decrease delinquencies and losses
»» Balance profitability by enhancing cross-sell
New regulation makes changing difficult
»» Defend brand equity and corporate reputation
»» Minimize customer impact
Consolidation
»» Align policies/staff of disparate organizations
»» Control over strategies

Using a combination of predictive analytics, decisionmaking software and business expertise, FICO helps
you accurately predict risk and automate targeted
treatments to maximize revenues and minimize losses.
Develop more competitive strategies that drive more
profitable decisions about which customers to crosssell; which customers should see credit line changes
and when; what additional products and services to
offer; when and how much to change a customer’s
credit line; and which delinquent accounts should be
actively pursued and how. We also combine champion/
challenger testing, estimation and reporting to help you
adapt to changing economic conditions and continually
improve portfolio performance.

»» Facilitate score and strategy changes
Understanding customer impacts
»» Consistent reporting
Increasing transaction volumes, IT costs
»» Limit IT budget
»» Meet capacity needs
»» Preserve real-time decisioning performance
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Why FICO

Client Proof Points

»» Industry leader for 20+ years. 300+ clients worldwide.
Consistent delivery quality.

Bank of Communications wanted to take the market
share lead as a cards issuer in China through Decision
Management automation to quickly determine how
to best manage each account. The first phase of the
project with FICO® TRIAD® Customer Manager went live
three months ahead of schedule.

»» FICO® TRIAD® Customer Manager, the only true
in-stream decisioning system, means exceptional
processing speed, especially in large volume
operations, lowering IT risk and improving timeto-value.
»» TRIAD Customer Manager utilizes advanced analytics
(such as FICO® Transaction Scores) and innovative tools
such as Decision Graph, yielding better decisions.
»» FICO optimization solutions give you the power to
identify the best possible solution to your biggest realworld challenges.

Results: With improvements in speed and management
of customer lifecycle decisions, Bank of Communications
aims to increase revenues by 30% and reduce bad debt
up to 25%.
Caixa Galicia, the sixth largest savings bank in Spain,
was facing an increasingly competitive market in a
difficult economic environment. With TRIAD Customer
Manager, they were able to achieve faster, more
profitable credit decisions, helping them:
»» Increase target client base by 17% for product offers,
while maintaining consistent response rates
»» Increase customer deposits by 14.3%
»» Lower default rate on consumer loans to below 1%
»» Increase net interest income by 8.2%
Large UK retailer implemented TRIAD Customer
Manager and used analytics and adaptive control for
their current account management. They automated the
pay/no-pay decisioning with:
»» 10% increase in approved checks
»» 11% reduction in unpaid checks
»» 90% reduction in manual handling
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Banking » Customer Management

Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO® TRIAD® Customer
Manager

» Credit account and customer management solution

Mainframe
UNIX

• Reduction in bad debt by 15%–25%
• Reduction in capital expense by 40% (customer level)
• Increase in sales by 25%–30%
• Reduction back office staffing by 50% or more
• Reduction in authorization referrals by 25%–30%

FICO® TRIAD® Customer
Manager at Processors
» Pooled Behavior Models at
Processors

» Credit account and customer management solution

Mainframe

» FICO advanced behavior models based on historical data
contributed by a number of lenders with similar portfolios
• Reduction in bad debt by 15%–25%
• Reduction in implementation cost and rapid time to value
• Increase in sales by 25%–30%
• Reduction back office staffing by 50% or more
• Reduction in authorization referrals by 25%–30%

FICO® Transaction Scores

» More accurate and timely risk scores through transaction analytics
• Identifies high-risk customer behavior

Mainframe
UNIX

Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Professional Services for
TRIAD Implementation

» Controlled project, on-time and on-budget delivery

Project Guide, Administrative
Guide, Project Description
and Alternatives

TRIAD Implementation
Health Check

» Validate your TRIAD Customer Manager environment before going
live to avoid operational impacts, increase IT knowledge and
control

On-site consultancy—
Informal technical training to
your IT team that is going to
operate TRIAD

Strategy Consulting

» Global team with real-world experience in account and customer
management.

Expert and Empirical
Strategies, Strategic Reviews,
Tracking and Trending
Reports, Validation and
Alignment Analysis, Adaptive
Control User Exchange

» Provide practical advice, system guidance, and industry best
practice.
» Consults on all strategic and operational issues related to adaptive
control, including the development of effective strategies and
analyzing results, aimed at helping our clients meet their business
objectives and increase the financial benefits from their strategies.
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Custom Analytics
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Predictive Models
(a.k.a. Custom Behavior
Scorecards)
» Custom models

» Improved predictions for more accurate, reliable and consistent
decisions

Can be provided as FICO™
Blaze Advisor® executable
or as comprehensive model
specification for deployment
within FICO® TRIAD®
Customer Manager

» Analytic and Scorecard
Audits
» Analytic Health Checks
» Scorecard Development
Training
» Tracking and Monitoring
Review

Predictive Models: FICO®
Economic Impact Service

» Prediction of outcomes including:
• Risk (delinquency, loss, charge off)
• Basel: Probability of default (PD), loss given default (LGC),
exposure at default (EAD)
• Revenue
• Pre-payment
» Up to 25% profit improvement over judgmental decisions
» New modular approach to development providing flexibility,
enabling the development timeframes, design and cost to be
aligned to client needs

» Translate how current and projected market conditions will impact
expected risk levels associated with behavior scores
» More scientifically adjust account management strategies in
preparation for upcoming economic conditions
» Observed 6:1 ROI in past application of the “economicallyadjusted” score across a lender’s credit line management and
collections strategies

Custom econometric models
linking economic factors to
score performance
Ability to conduct “what if”
analysis on various economic
scenarios
For implementation,
economically-adjusted
alignment parameters and
odds tables
Add-on:
» Ongoing model refresh
or validation after initial
delivery
» Strategy consulting and
tracking services
» Inclusion into decision
modeling and optimization
projects

continued on next page
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Custom Analytics

continued from previous page

Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Decision Modeling and
Optimization:
» Proof of Concept

» Improve strategies analytically when you have:

Optimized strategy with
easy deployment into
TRIAD Customer Manager
Pre-configured optimization
application to enable
simulation and creation of
new optimized strategies
Detailed optimization
reports

» Quick Start
» Custom Decision
Optimization
» Framework

• Multiple conflicting goals
• Limited resources
• Business constraints
» Proven results across more than 100 projects, for example:
• Credit Line Management: $8-$12 profit increase per active
account (in 12 months) incremental to adaptive control benefit
• Early Stage Collections: Loss reduction of $2-$10 per account
that enters collections
» Flexible engagement methods to provide the precise support
you need:
• Proof of Concept to build your business case for optimization
• Quick Start to gain benefits quickly
• Custom Decision Optimization—a comprehensive decision
model development
• Framework to jump-start your modeling team

Portfolio Stress-Testing

» Better forecast the impact of macro-economic conditions on
overall portfolio losses
» Meet regulatory requirements under Basel II
» Create more robust strategies and contingency plans to prepare
for an uncertain future
» Improve communication with senior management

Customized econometric
models linking economic
factors to overall portfolio
risk
Stress testing reports
What-if ability in a preconfigured simulation
application
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Scores
Product

Value Proposition

Availability

FICO® 8 Score
» FICO® 8 Auto Score

» Make more confident credit decisions to reduce loss today and
prepare your organization for growth using the most widely
trusted and accepted credit risk scores available

Equifax, Experian,
TransUnion (US)
FICO® Score Delivery Service
(US)
FICO® Score ViewTM Service
(US)

» FICO® 8 Bankcard Score
» FICO® 8 Mortgage Score
(Equifax)
FICO® 8 AM Scores
FICO® 7 Scores

TransUnion (South Africa)
Equifax, TransUnion (Canada)

Other international markets:
FICO® Scores

» Leverage FICO® Scores to unlock the predictive power in
international consumer credit bureau data to automate and
improve credit decisions around the world

CallCredit (UK)
NBKI (Russia)
ACSP (Brazil)
ICB (Ireland)
Biroul de Credit (Romania)
The Benefit Co. (Bahrain)
Client installations in:
Mexico, Panama, Peru, Japan,
Taiwan, Thailand, Poland,
Saudi Arabia

FICO® SME Blended Scores

» Leverage FICO® Scores to unlock the predictive power of
international commercial credit bureau data to automate and
improve credit decisions

CBS (Singapore)
Client installations in: Turkey
BOL/NCB (Thailand) Oct 2010

» Assess risk for underserved consumers

Microbilt (US)

FICO® SME Scores

FICO® Expansion® Score

TransUnion (South Africa)
NBKI (Russia)

FICO® Credit Capacity Index™

» Assess consumers’ ability to safely manage additional debt

Equifax, Experian (US)
KCB (Korea) June 2010

FICO® Economic
Impact Index

» Adjust lifecycle decision strategies by anticipating future changes
to FICO® 8 Scores relative to macro-economic forecasts*

April 2010
Equifax (US)

*Economic forecasts driven by Moody’s Analytics, Inc.

FICO® Bankruptcy Scores
FICO® Revenue Scores

» Avoid or reduce bankruptcy loss in time to act without
sacrificing revenue

Equifax, Experian, TransUnion
(US)

» Target prospects and customer actions based on revenue potential

Equifax, TransUnion (Canada)
FICO® Score Delivery Service
(US)
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Score-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

FICO® Score Delivery Service
(US)

» Easy quarterly or monthly delivery of FICO® Scores across CRAs to
support account management decisioning automation

FICO® Scores, bureau
attributes and summary
reports across Experian and
TransUnion, delivered directly
to client or processor (US)

FICO® Score Trends Service
(US)

» Enhance market and product strategies by understanding trends in
consumer credit by FICO® Score trends over time

Trended FICO® Score
information for all industries,
auto, bankcard, mortgage
and regional drill-down
variations
Web delivery via:
www.scoretrends.fico.com

FICO® Diagnostic Service
(all markets)

» Gain additional value from FICO® scores by monitoring and
enhancing portfolio health and decision strategies

Customized services provide
analyses, reports and
recommendations tailored to
business needs (e.g., criteria
and score cutoff adjustments,
score migration, validations,
performance tracking and
more)

FICO® Score View™ Service

» Presents free FICO® Scores to consumers, setting up cross-selling
opportunities to generate new revenue streams while improving
customer satisfaction

Monthly FICO® Scores in
e-banking environment,
educational content re:
credit scoring, end-to-end
implementation support
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Collections & Recovery
FICO C&R solutions enable you to reduce costs and increase collection and recovery
amounts. Our products and services raise productivity by prioritizing collector
workloads and queues, while automating and improving the entire collection and
recovery process. We cover the entire distressed debt lifecycle, optimize agency
management, and provide secure access to more than 1,300 data and service providers.

Key Business Challenges

FICO Approach

»» Increasing collection amounts

FICO takes a solution-based approach to collections
and recovery. By considering the lifecycle, we are able
to leverage competitive advantages with FICO marketleading products such as FICO® TRIAD® Customer
Manager, FICO™ Falcon® Fraud Manager, and FICO™
Blaze Advisor® business rules management system. As
a result, not only will your system work as intended,
our solution will also complement your overall risk
environment. Here are a few of the areas where we
add value:

»» Reducing the cost of collections
»» Reducing attrition of valuable customers
»» Identifying fraud cases in the collections portfolio
quickly
»» Identifying self-curing cases
»» Identifying and managing pre-delinquent accounts
»» Achieving scale via outside agencies and debt sale
»» Gaining access to data and services from a large 		
number of potential suppliers

»» Operational assessment and best practices

»» Lowering IT costs while pursuing corporate		
technology objectives such as SOA

»» Resource management

»» Reducing capital spending
»» Implementing innovations while managing massive
volume
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»» Workflow management

»» Collection analytics
»» Agency management
»» Recovery analytics
»» Connect decisions across risk management

banking » Collections & Recovery

Why FICO

Client Proof Points

FICO delivers a complete collections and recovery
solution for the entire lifecycle of debt.

NAB—Business Consulting

Proven technology—FICO® Debt Manager™ solution,
FICO™ PlacementsPlus® service, FICO® Network and
FICO™ Recovery Management System™ solution are
deployed at hundreds of leading institutions in all
regions.

»» Personal loan contractual write-offs 4% favorable
to plan

Analytics—FICO has a history of delivering high
performance analytics. Collections and recovery is
no exception. With FICO® Collection Scores built in
to Debt Manager 7, adding the power of analytics to
your collection operation couldn’t be easier. Additional
capabilities, such as custom models and optimization,
can also be added to further increase the lift provided
by scores and optimize the placement of debt between
agencies.
Connected Decisions—FICO provides solutions across
the credit lifecycle. We are now leading the industry
to “connect” these systems to drive additional value
between functional areas, leading to benefits such as
identifying fraudulent accounts in collections quickly.

»» Credit cards contractual write-offs 5% favorable
to plan

»» 30+ delinquency 11% favorable to plan
»» Recovery rates improved by 10% while the industry
fell by approximately 5%
»» 15%–20% improvement in productivity
Raiffeisen—FICO® Debt Manager™ solution
»» System payback within three months due to 		
decrease in provision level enabled by customer 		
view
»» 150% increase in accounts worked daily by each 		
collector in the early stage
»» Able to handle increasing volume with 50% fewer
collectors than would have been needed otherwise
»» Reduced early stage delinquency up to 30%
Lloyds—FICO™ PlacementsPlus® service
»» 25% uplift in activity in month one
»» 99.5% reconciliation
»» 12% increase in liquidation rates
»» Re-allocation of FTE
GE—Placement OptimizerSM solution
»» 10%–15% net lift in payments
»» Quick integration of new portfolios and agencies
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Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO® Debt Manager™ solution

» Increase collector productivity by up to 33%

» Single system for business
user control and automation
of activity for both collections
and recovery

» Reduce early stage delinquency by up to 20%

Windows
Mainframe
UNIX (AIX, Sun)
AS400

FICO™ Recovery
Management System™
(RMS) solution
» System for business user
control, activity automation
processing for recoveries

» Increase recoveries by 5%–12%

FICO™ PlacementsPlus®
service
» ASP service that provides
greater visibility and control
of outsourced debt

» Increase recovery dollars by up to 30%

Placement OptimizerSM
solution
» Analytics that determine
which agencies are best
suited to work which
accounts

» Increase recoveries by 5%–20% over traditional approaches

» Reduce headcount by 3+

ASP—hosted by FICO
(US and UK)

» Achieve 99% reconciliation with vendors on account placement
balance

» Decrease recovery costs by up to 40%

» Constantly improve performance through models that can “learn”

Windows
AS 400

ASP—hosted by FICO
(US and UK)

» Retain account placement control

Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Professional Services for
FICO® Debt Manager™
Implementation

» Controlled project, on-time and on-budget delivery

Project Guide, Administrative
Guide, Project Description
and Alternatives

Product Training

» Knowledge and skills for successful implementation, maintenance
and support

Fundamental and advanced
client and partner training
courses

continued on next page
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Application-Related Services

continued from previous page

Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

C&R Business Consulting
Full range of business
consulting services linked to
operational effectiveness.

» Ensures effective execution of collection and recovery strategies

Full documentation
of observations and
recommendations
Roadmap of implementation
of recommendations with a
view on the ROI
Executive presentation back
to the client
Follow up consultancy to
guide the client through the
process of transformation

• Identifies many areas for improvement, most of which can be
accomplished within the existing infrastructure
• Improves areas such as dialer management, incentive planning,
capacity planning, prioritization / segmentation / intensity,
hardship and workout programs, KPI’s, agency management
• Optimizes the operation to ensure the ROI on new technology,
new scores or new analytics is maximized
• Brings to bear common sense techniques based on years of
experience that help clients transition to a “best in class” position
• Our clients have realized millions of dollars in benefits as a result

FICO® Network

» Network that allows you to manage the flow of information to and
from agencies, business partners and service providers through a
secure, single point of entry

Hosted by FICO

• Increase accuracy—reduce errors
• Reduce time required to exchange information between partners
• Eliminate the ongoing cost of building additional interfaces to
partners
• Streamline security and regulatory compliance

FICO® Collection Score

» Reduce roll rates and charge-off losses
» Improve performance by 15% to 20% over judgmental decisions
» Quick and cost effective method to introduce analytics into
organization

FICO® Debt Manager 7
(all support platforms)
FICO™ Blaze Advisor®
Executable—Windows,
Mainframe, UNIX
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Custom Analytics
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Custom Models—Collections,
Expected Collection Amount

» Utilize FICO’s decades of analytic experience to generate the most
powerful empirical models to predict various, customizable targets,
such as: propensity of rolling from cycle x to y, expected collection
amount (ECA), net present value (NPV), propensity to pay, etc.

Can be provided as
comprehensive model
specification or as FICO™
Blaze Advisor® executable—
Windows, Mainframe, UNIX

» Custom Collection Models (CCMs) are built on data specific to the
client’s portfolio and operations to maximize the predictive power/
ROI/lift. CCMs enhance client’s efficiency by helping them more
effectively identify self cures and assign the most appropriate
treatments to the right accounts at the right time.
» CCMs improve performance by 15%–20% over typical models

Quick Start Optimization for
Early Stage Collections

» Improve roll rates while balancing collection capacity and costs

Optimized strategy

» Reduce losses in the order of $2 to $10 per account that enters
collections

Optimization reports

» Providing greater insight to the competing objectives of
minimizing losses and reducing costs, allowing portfolio and
department level decisions to be made with greater knowledge
of subsequent impacts through what-if simulation

Pre-configured optimization
application for ongoing use

» Implement optimal strategies more quickly based on changes in
portfolio and environment

Quick Start Optimization for
Loan Modifications

» Improve loan modification/restructure strategies for at-risk
accounts to maximize portfolio NPV, while managing overall
default rates
» Provide greater insight into the competing objectives of
reducing re-default rates, maximizing revenues, and minimizing
repossessions and loan closures, allowing portfolio level decisions
to be made with greater knowledge of subsequent impacts
through what-if simulation

Optimized strategy
Optimization reports
Pre-configured optimization
application for ongoing use

» Minimize Current Costs/Increase Future Revenues
• Avoid increasing costs of obtaining new customers by reducing
non-optimal treatments that cause accelerated attrition of “truly
good” customers
• Unique opportunity to procure “customer for life” by working with
“truly good” customers through a trying economic time

Loss Forecasting Service

» More accurately forecast and control future losses
» Identify underlying causes of loss and create action plans to
address
» Improve portfolio evaluation
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An Excel-based solution
that aggregates forecasts
and provides the ability to
drill down to a granular level
of different cross-sectional
views, along with diagnostics
reports to identify trends
and deviations
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Scores
Product

Value Proposition

Availability

FICO® 8 Score
» FICO® 8 Auto Score

» Make more confident credit decisions to reduce loss today and
prepare your organization for growth using the most widely
trusted and accepted credit risk scores available

Equifax, Experian,
TransUnion (US)
FICO® Score Delivery
Service (US)

» FICO® 8 Bankcard Score
» FICO® 8 Mortgage Score
(Equifax)

TransUnion (South Africa)
Equifax, TransUnion (Canada)

FICO® 8 AM Scores
FICO® 7 Scores

Other international markets:
FICO® Scores

» Leverage FICO® Scores to unlock the predictive power in
international consumer credit bureau data to automate and
improve credit decisions around the world

CallCredit (UK)
NBKI (Russia)
ACSP (Brazil)
ICB (Ireland)
Biroul de Credit (Romania)
The Benefit Co. (Bahrain)
Client installations in:
Mexico, Panama, Peru, Japan,
Taiwan, Thailand, Poland,
Saudi Arabia

FICO® SME Blended Scores
FICO® SME Scores

FICO® Economic Impact Index

FICO® Bankruptcy Score

» Leverage FICO® Scores to unlock the predictive power of
international commercial credit bureau data to automate and
improve credit decisions

CBS (Singapore)

» Adjust lifecycle decision strategies by anticipating future changes
to FICO® 8 Scores relative to macro-economic forecasts*

April 2010

*Economic forecasts driven by Moody’s Analytics, Inc.

FICO® PreScore® Service (US)

» Avoid or reduce bankruptcy loss in time to act without sacrificing
revenue

Equifax, Experian,
TransUnion (US)
Equifax, TransUnion (Canada)
FICO® Score Delivery
Service (US)

Client installations in: Turkey
BOL/NCB (Thailand) Oct 2010

Equifax (US)
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Score-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

FICO® Score Delivery Service
(US)

» Easy quarterly or monthly delivery of FICO® Scores across CRAs to
support account management decisioning automation

FICO® Scores, bureau
attributes and summary
reports across Experian and
TransUnion, delivered directly
to client or processor (US)

FICO® Score Trends Service
(US)

» Enhance market and product strategies by understanding trends in
consumer credit by FICO® Score trends over time

Trended FICO® Score
information for all industries,
auto, bankcard, mortgage
and regional drill-down
variations
Web delivery via:
www.scoretrends.fico.com

FICO® Diagnostic Service
(all markets)

» Gain additional value from FICO® Scores by monitoring and
enhancing portfolio health and decision strategies

Customized services provide
analyses, reports and
recommendations tailored to
business needs (e.g., criteria
and score cutoff adjustments,
score migration, validations,
performance tracking and
more)
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Fraud
FICO offers unsurpassed fraud detection and prevention capabilities that reduce fraud
losses through analytic products, custom solutions and consulting. FICO fraud solutions
lead to increased profitability, customer confidence and customer retention.

Key Business Challenges

FICO Approach

»» Reducing fraud losses for debit card, credit card 		
and retail banking, even as volumes increase and staff
budgets remain static or decrease

FICO delivers solutions to effectively manage,
prevent and detect fraud utilizing advanced analytic
techniques—such as neural network models, global
intelligent profiles and adaptive analytics—to make
accurate fraud risk decisions. FICO solutions focus on
detecting and preventing fraud quickly by assessing risk
in real-time at the transaction level. By rank-ordering
risk on every account as transactions are processed,
FICO provides the highest levels of performance at the
lowest false positive rates. FICO also offers world-class
consulting services to optimize and review customer
strategies and operations to improve client fraud
detection and prevention performance.

»» Reducing fraud loss while consolidating solutions and
aligning policies and staff of disparate organizations
»» Effectively managing strategies to address changing
fraud patterns quickly after the introduction of new
technology (chip and PIN/EMV) or products (dual
cards, prepaid, etc.)
»» Managing escalating transaction volumes from 		
consolidation with limited IT expenditure and no
impact on real-time decisioning capabilities
»» Managing fraud losses, while not negatively 		
impacting profitability and customer satisfaction
due to aggressive decline strategies, application 		
approval policies, high customer contact rates or high
transaction decline rates
»» Lowering IT costs while pursuing SOA and other 		
corporate objectives with respect to technology
standardization
»» Coping with legacy fraud solutions that are not 		
enterprise-capable and do not solve for more than
one business problem

To detect and prevent fraud, FICO utilizes:
»» Patented profiling technology to identify key 		
transaction behavior and spending patterns to ensure
rapid recognition of uncharacteristic behavior
»» Advanced patented analytic modeling technology to
provide the most accurate predictive models available
based on transaction data and profiles
»» Connected Decision capabilities to integrate points
between fraud detection and cross-lifecycle decision
areas for improved customer experience and growth
potential

»» Defending brand equity and corporate reputation by
minimizing the impact of mass compromise events or
focused fraud attacks
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Why FICO
»» Comprehensive fraud and credit risk provider (crosschannel, cross-product, account and customer level
profiling)
»» Advanced analytics, such as adaptive analytics
and intelligent profiling; FICO’s fraud detection
capabilities include 31 fraud patents
»» Industry leader in fraud detection, prevention and
management strategies for 15+ years
»» Dominant in payment card fraud detection (65% of
payment cards worldwide, 90%+ in North America)

Halifax Bank of Scotland (HBOS) needed to reduce
credit card fraud while merging two large financial
institutions. Utilizing Falcon Fraud Manager for credit
integrated with Adeptra Portfolio Manager, HBOS
achieved:
»» Reduced basis points to 5 (industry average is 7 basis
points)
»» Increased recovery rate to 65% (industry average is
50%)
»» Reduced case closure time from 13 hours to 4 hours

»» Fraud detection services provided to more than 6,000
financial institutions on six continents in over 20
countries

A large multi-national bank was experiencing high
first-party fraud losses (greater than 120 basis points).
They engaged FICO to build a first-party fraud solution
and were able to:

»» FICO fraud models provide the lowest false positive
ratios at the highest detection rates

»» Reduce first-party fraud basis points to 40

»» The FICO fraud consortium includes greater than 2
billion active payment accounts
»» Connected Decisions enable consistent customer
treatment and improved customer satisfaction

Client Proof Points
BBVA Bancomer implemented FICO™ Falcon® Fraud
Manager for credit, debit and online access and saw:
»» 88% reduction in online fraud losses

»» Reduce false positives by 30%
Banamex/Citigroup was able to reduce operating false
positive rates from 50:1 to 11:1 with the use of Falcon
Fraud Manager.
RBS was able to realize a goal of reducing fraud
losses by 50% in 12 months with no impact on card
acceptance through an engagement with FICO Fraud
Consulting.

»» Online access fraud attempts decreased by 50%
»» 70% decrease in debit card fraud losses
»» Reduced credit card fraud losses from 100 basis points
to 10 basis points
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A large North American bank was able to reduce
losses by 33% with the use of Falcon Fraud Manager and
FICO Fraud Consulting services.
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Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO™ Falcon® Fraud Manager
for Credit

» Detect and prevent credit card payment fraud (counterfeit, CNP,
cross-border, etc.)

Mainframe
UNIX

» Reduce payment card fraud up to 50%
» Reduce operational expense up to 75%+

FICO™ Falcon® Fraud
Manager for Debit

» Detect and prevent debit card payment fraud (counterfeit, CNP,
cross-border, etc.)
» Reduce payment card fraud up to 50%

Mainframe
UNIX

» Reduce operational expense up to 75%+

FICO™ Fraud Predictor with
Merchant Profiles

FICO™ Falcon® Fraud
Manager for Deposit
(Demand Deposit/Current
Accounts)

» Reduce payment card fraud losses up to 20% with the addition of
Fraud Predictor to Falcon Fraud Manager

Fraud Predictor is a model
option. It operates on
mainframe and UNIX
versions of the Falcon
Platform (including Version 6
as well as legacy versions of
Falcon)

» Identify first- and third-party fraud on deposit accounts

Mainframe

» Identify multi-channel fraud on deposit and payment transactions

UNIX

» Detect and prevent more credit and debit card payment fraud with
merchant profiles

» Integrate DDA fraud score into holds decision
» Enhance consumer confidence in bank and brand

FICO™ Falcon® Fraud
Manager for First-Party Fraud
(Transactional)

» Detect and prevent post-book first-party fraud

Mainframe

» Reduce fraud losses from 25%

UNIX

FICO™ Falcon® Fraud
Manager for Acquiring (Risk
Manager for Acquirers)

» Detect and prevent merchant fraud

FICO™ Falcon® ID

» Detect and prevent first- and third-party application fraud

» Reduce operational expense from 30%

UNIX

» Comply with associations’ merchant monitoring requirements

UNIX

» Reduce fraud up to 50%
» Integrate with originations processes

FICO™ Falcon® Transfer

» Identify account-to-account transfer fraud (on-us and off-us)

UNIX

» Enhance consumer confidence in bank and brand
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Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

FICO™ Card Alert Service

» Identify skimming points of compromise

ASP Service Bureau

» Reduce fraud losses by identifying counterfeit card inventories
prior to the occurrence of large-scale fraud usage
» Identify high risk ATM deposit and withdrawal activity

Professional Services for
Falcon Implementation

» Experience (15 years+) leads to successful projects, on-time and
on-budget delivery leading to quicker time to return for FICO fraud
solutions

Project Plan, System
Administration Training,
Project Turnover
Documentation

Technical Health Check

» Improved system performance reduces operational and support
costs and increases fraud detection capability

A detailed report including
any recommendations
for potential system
configuration changes

Product Training

» Knowledge and skills for successful implementation, maintenance
and support

Fundamental and advanced
client and partner training
courses

Fraud Consulting

» Help clients improve fraud policies and strategies as well as rule
utilization to improve fraud detection and prevention performance

Health Check Reports,
Decision Planning Guides,
Strategy Consulting
Assessments, Optimization

First-Party Fraud Consulting

» Measure first-party fraud problem within line of business or across
enterprise. Gain insight and implement best practices around
organizational definition of first-party fraud to proactively manage
first-party fraud out of bad debt.

First-party fraud assessment,
recommendations and report

Enterprise Fraud Consulting

» Leverage best practices in measuring cross-channel and crossproduct fraud as well as implement enterprise fraud strategies to
reduce cross-over fraud and better manage customer-level fraud

Enterprise fraud assessment
and recommendations and
report
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Custom Analytics
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

First-Party Fraud Custom
Application Fraud Models

» Detect first-party fraud at the originations cycle reducing bad
debt losses

Analytic application firstparty fraud model, Model
Performance Report

Custom Falcon Models
(models for Falcon product
offerings that utilize
customer-specific data in the
build cycle—for example,
custom credit, debit, deposit,
acquiring models, etc.)

» Detect more payment card and retail banking fraud at improved
false positive rates, thereby improving customer satisfaction

An analytic model package
that can be deployed on
the Falcon Fraud Manager
scoring server utilizing
the Falcon Fraud Manager
Data Formats, Model
Performance Report

Custom Fraud Models
(models that address
client-specific problems not
addressed through a Falcon
Fraud Manager product
offering)

» Improved fraud detection at lower account false positive ratios
(improved customer satisfaction)

Model, model performance
report; Delivered via PMML,
Paper Specification or as
Blaze Advisor executable
for deployment within your
application processing
system

Advanced Fraud Rules
Optimization (for clients who
are utilizing Falcon models—
all users qualify: credit, debit,
consortium and custom)

» Allows clients to define the criteria by which the Falcon decision
is made. Advanced Fraud Rules Optimization covers: real-time
referral, online or real-time value detection, real-time entry criteria
and custom optimization. Unlocks increased fraud savings by
enhancing and tuning the Falcon score to a client’s specific needs,
using institution-specific data.

Enhanced custom fraud
score or set of rules

Product

Value Proposition

Availability

FICO® Application
Fraud Scores

» Reduce application fraud loss

Equifax, TransUnion (Canada)

Scores
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Marketing & Distribution
FICO can help you improve your marketing ROI by targeting the right customers,
while improving your distribution management to make sure your agents are realizing
their full potential. We’ll help you understand how your agents are producing, what
level of business is possible and how you can close the performance gap to see
maximum profitability.

Key Business Challenges
»» Increasing demand from customers for 24/7 service
from carriers and producers
»» Increased number of business models is creating
inconsistent customer experience
»» Increased competition from small competitors due to
direct channel
»» Reduced marketing and agency budgets
»» Decreasing loyalty of independent agencies due to
availability of large number of competing products

FICO Approach
Our approach to marketing and distribution
management provides you with the ability to increase
qualified leads by four to six times by identifying,
understanding and interacting with customers through
more effective marketing campaigns across multiple
channels. Our solutions identify customers through
an analysis of existing and new customer data, use
powerful analytic models to target high-potential
individuals, and enable development, planning and
execution of multi-channel marketing strategies.

Our solutions help you:
»» Select the right agents to build a network that will
attract desired customers
»» Set and deliver optimal levels of service to capture a
disproportionate share of profitable business
»» Allocate leads and opportunities to maximize rates of
conversion
»» Support local customer marketing activities to drive
high rates of acquisition, development and retention

Client Proof Points
Healthways: Is a leading national disease management
company, providing healthcare services to more than
2 million people and the physicians who care for them.
Healthways used FICO insurance marketing services
and advanced analytics technology to determine
beneficiaries’ individual enrollment motivations, and
guide call strategy during the critical first few seconds of
an enrollment call.
Result: FICO technology helped Healthways, Inc,
outperform the program sponsor’s enrollment goal by
36.7% and Healthways’ internal goal by 17.1%.
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Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO® Precision Marketing
Manager

» Know more about each individual consumer’s value and potential,
leading to more targeted campaigns

Hosted by FICO

» Leverage single point of marketing decisions across all channels
and touchpoints
» Create agent/territory/region specific campaigns, reporting and
analysis
» Reduce campaign costs and increase response by ensuring relevant
messages reach the right targets through the most effective
channels

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® business
rules management system

» Create, manage and change rules used to set the criteria you use
to select the right agents for your network, and allocate leads and
opportunities to maximize rates of conversion

Java, .NET, COBOL

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® Decision
Simulator module

» Adds ability to pump historical data through rules and provides
customer and agent reports to analyze business impact

Java (can also be used to
analyze COBOL projects)

» Improves distribution strategies and streamlines the approval
process for deploying updated rules

Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

FICO™ Customer Data
Integration

» Completely identify each individual and their history of purchases
and other data

Individual ID, Household ID,
Address ID for customers in
database

Marketing Strategy
Consulting

» Improve marketing and business results such as cross-sell and
retention through customer-centric insight and marketing strategy
focused on customer needs, value and behavior

Customer strategy,
marketing strategy
recommendations,
customer segmentation
targeting and messaging
recommendations, business
process design
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INSURANCE » Marketing & Distribution

Custom Analytics
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Segmentation Models

» Enables more intelligent marketing tactics focused on customer
value, and more informative reports of KPIs by segment

Value-driven customer
segmentation, customer
profiles, scoring algorithm
to assign customers to
segments
Value-driven agent
segmentation, agent profiles
to create incentives

» Enables better understanding of agent performance, promoting
performance centric distribution strategy and tactics

Predictive Models

» Improved response prediction for greater targeting precision and
use of marketing dollars

Can be provided as FICO™
Blaze Advisor® executable
or as comprehensive model
specification

Decision Modeling and
Optimization

» Optimize results of marketing campaigns while explicitly managing
business trade-offs such as cost and benefit or risk and reward

Optimized strategy (tree,
tagged file and/ or code),
optimization reports,
pre-configured application
to enable simulation and
creation of new optimized
strategies

Product

Value Proposition

Availability

FICO® Insurance Scores

» Improved risk segmentation to target lower risk prospects to
improve profitability

Equifax, Experian (via
ChoicePoint), TransUnion (US)
Equifax (Canada)Selected
CRA resellers

Scores
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Underwriting, Pricing & Product Management
For almost two decades, P&C personal lines insurers have relied on our predictive
analytics, delivered through industry-standard scores and empirical models, to improve
the precision of their underwriting decisions. Now, personal lines and commercial
insurers, as well as life and health insurers, turn to us for a complete set of Decision
Management solutions.

Key Business Challenges

Client Proof Points

»» Mission critical underwriting function still uses legacy
systems that are hard to modernize

Aviva: World’s fifth largest insurance group, and
the biggest in the UK, serving 50 million customers
worldwide, wanted to double business volume,
acquire 50% more customers, keep costs flat and
improve the quality of complex customer interactions.
They deployed a FICO underwriting solution powered
by the FICO™ Blaze Advisor® business rules
management system.

»» Costs of legacy maintenance and IT involvement are
still a significant percentage of total cost of business
»» Increasing competition for new policyholders is
undercutting rates and increasing adverse selection
»» Inability to use flexible pricing to adapt to customer
behavior changes, new pricing signals on the market
and ranking on aggregators websites

FICO Approach
Using our Decision Management approach to
underwriting, we help you:
»» Apply predictive analytics to better understand risk
»» Use advanced optimization techniques to maximize
the value of a book of business
»» Standardize and automate underwriting decisions to
improve efficiency
»» Expand capacity and ensure discipline
»» Gain consolidated access to data to simplify and
reduce the cost of underwriting decisions
We also provide our clients with underwriting
frameworks for improving the speed and reducing the
cost of large scale legacy modernization and conversion
programs that are common within underwriting.
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Result: Policy enrollment time was reduced from 22
days to less than 6 minutes; approximately 70% of
applications do not require manual intervention; rule
maintenance by Aviva employees reduced IT costs
by 20%.
Kemper: Kemper, a Unitrin business, is a leading
provider of personal lines P&C insurance, wanted
to replace a cumbersome, paper-based manual
underwriting processing system with a more efficient,
streamlined and consistent underwriting approach.
Result: Real-time underwriting of new business,
delivering a lowered combined ratio, reduced
underwriting losses and improved targeting of
new business.

INSURANCE » Underwriting, Pricing & Product Management

Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® business
rules management system

» Industry leading business rules management system

Java, .NET, COBOL

» Reusable, modifiable business rules for easy decisioning of new
business applications, policy renewals, as well as configuration and
faster introduction of fresh, relevant products
» Separation of renewals for auto-processing from those
requiring review
» Rapid modification of policies and processes, and deployment of
predictive models by underwriting managers

FICO™ Blaze Advisor®
Decision Simulator module

» Adds ability to pump historical data through rules and provides
reports to analyze business impact

Java (can also be used to
analyze COBOL projects)

» Improves strategies and streamlines approval process for
deploying updated rules
» Enables business users to test rule changes for new product and
pricing strategies by rapidly running numerous “what if” scenarios

FICO™ Blaze Advisor®
SmartForms module

» Adds ability to deploy rules directly into the user interface

FICO™ Model Builder

» Accelerates model development and deployment

Java

» Simplifies data capture and ensures data consistency for complex
interactive front-end during point-of-sale underwriting

Windows, Linux, Unix

» Analytics for precise separation by risk to enable pricing tier
expansion
» Analytics (including systematic analysis of operational data)
for shaping portfolios and identifying product development
opportunities

FICO™ Xpress
Optimization Suite

» Premier math modeling and optimization suite targeting
operations research and OEMs

C, C++, VB, .NET, Java

» Optimization for mathematically determining best price and other
critical decisions
» Delivers an insurance pricing optimization framework that puts you
on the fast track to more profitable pricing

FICO™ Decision Optimizer

» Business user-friendly tool embedding a proven approach to
optimizing individual actions to achieve product portfoliolevel goals

Java

» Allows insurers to shift from a reactive analytics approach to a
proactive analytics approach
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Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

FICO™ Blaze Advisor®
Consulting

» Experienced team of skilled business rules architects and project
managers

Proof of concepts
Design specifications
Complete rules projects
Audit of internal projects
and methods
Methodology training

» Speeds time to value, reduces project risk and jump-starts client
self sufficiency
» Specific experience in creating frameworks and utilities for
underwriting legacy modernization using Blaze Advisor

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® Training

» Speeds time to value by teaching product fundamentals,
advanced techniques and best practices

Open enrollment in regularly
scheduled courses at FICO
facilities
On-site classes
Custom courses, training
planning and train-thetrainer services

FICO™ Model Builder Training

» Knowledge and skills for successful implementation, maintenance
and support

Fundamental and advanced
client and partner training
courses

FICO™ Xpress Training

» Speeds time to value by teaching product fundamentals,
advanced techniques and best practices

On-site classes
Custom courses, training
planning and train-thetrainer services
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INSURANCE » Underwriting, Pricing & Product Management

Custom Analytics
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Predictive Models:
» Custom models

» Develop a risk-based tier model to augment the base rate
structure for more accurate pricing. Enables use of predictive
information not used in typical rate structure and captures
inadequacies in the rate structure. Predicting outcomes including
loss ratio, loss cost and claim frequency. Premium can be re-rated
to current rates to ensure model is multi-variate relative to rating
factors.

Delivered via comprehensive
model specification or as
Blaze Advisor executable
for deployment within your
application processing
system

Decision Modeling and
Optimization:
» Proof of Concept

» Deal with multiple and conflicting tactical objectives to identify
the “best” (e.g., highest profit or lowest cost) offers for your new
customers and renewals

» Quick Start

» Working within a defined set of goals and constraints to
determine the optimal offer in terms of price and policy
conditions

Strategy-only delivery
for deployment within
originations decision engine
A pre-configured application
(PCA): With the custom
decision models embedded
in Decision Optimizer,
clients can explore new
operating points and create
new optimized strategies
as they manage their goals,
constraints and objectives
Detailed reporting providing
enhanced insight into the
profile of customers and how
they respond to your actions

» Expert models: for
clients with limited or no
development data
» Analytic and Scorecard
Audits
» Model Validations
» Analytic Health Checks
» Scorecard Development
Training and Methodology
Transfer
» Tracking and Monitoring
Review

» Custom Decision
Optimization
» Framework

» Results achieved: 5% to 10% profit improvement
» Covering multi-dimensional optimizations (pricing/price
elasticity, pricing/retention, pricing/claims fraud)
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Scores
Product

Value Proposition

Availability

FICO® Insurance Scores

» Improved risk segmentation for better decisions—lower loss
ratios, lower expenses and increased profits

Equifax, Experian (via
ChoicePoint), TransUnion (US)
Equifax (Canada)Selected
CRA resellers

» An insurer that fully and effectively uses FICO Insurance Scores
(prescreening, underwriting, pricing, book management) should
see at least a 1-point improvement in its operating ratio. For a
$500 million company that would mean $5 million in annual
positive movement.

Property PredictR™
Insurance Scores
PrePredictR™ Insurance
Scores
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» Improved risk segmentation for better decisions—lower loss
ratios, lower expenses and increased profits
» Drives better decisions for enhanced profits
» Improved risk segmentation at point-of-application for quick,
improved up-front underwriting and pricing decisions

Available as part of the
Millennium Information
Services property inspection
process
Available online via
Millennium for Millennium
property inspection clients to
assist in front-end decisions

INSURANCE » Claims Management & Reserving

Claims Management & Reserving
FICO claims and reserving solution provides faster, more efficient claims processing
through business rules, intelligent forms, prompts and checks; reserving accuracy; upfront avoidance of losses; streamlined investigations and higher recoveries.

Key Business Challenges
»» Increase in claims leakage and expense ratios
»» Modernization of IT systems in claims management is
still costly and time consuming
»» Lack of claims data usage to improve corporate
performance, customer satisfaction and underwriting
assessments
»» No consistency between reserving at the individual
claim level and at the portfolio level
»» Increased scrutiny from regulators due to new
regulations such as Solvency II, IFRS, etc.

FICO Approach
Our approach helps you go beyond mere efficiency
improvements to focus on the effectiveness of your
claims decisions. Our solutions help you:
»» Properly set reserves to maximize capital efficiency

»» Use analytics to identify criteria for accurate claim
adjuster assignment
»» Identify opportunities for subrogation and salvage to
recover losses and forgone asset value
»» Consistently apply policy terms and conditions to
eliminate unwarranted payouts

Client Proof Points
Aviva: World’s fifth largest insurance group, and
the biggest in the UK, serving 50 million customers
worldwide, wanted to keep costs flat, and improve the
quality of complex customer interactions during claims.
They deployed FICO™ Blaze Advisor® business rules
management system across the enterprise to achieve
their goals.
Result: Rule maintenance by Aviva employees reduced
IT costs by 20% and 50% of claims are managed through
a triage system with no referral needed to a claims
assessor.

»» Create complex claim scores to determine probability
of payout and the dollar value of the payout
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Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO™ MIRA™ Claims Advisor
for Reserving

» Provides efficient claims-level reserving

ASP or hosted by customer
on recommended hardware
configuration

» Increases accuracy while improving adjuster productivity
» Closer match between initial claim reserve and final claim costs at
the aggregate level
» Faster response to new cost drivers
» Use it to increase precision in risk-based pricing and to refine or
validate reserve estimates

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® business
rules management system

» Delivers agility, consistency and precision via custom-built decision
services to manage insurance and healthcare payer claims

Java, .NET, COBOL

» Rules-driven First Notice of Loss (FNOL) procedures (automated
coverage verification, data collection, fraud scoring, etc.)
» Rapid modification of processing rules and criteria by claims
managers
» Create scorecards using rules to determine claim assignments

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® Decision
Simulator module

» Improves strategies and streamlines approval process for
deploying updated claims rules, and analyzes business impact from
claims management

Java (can also be used to
analyze COBOL projects)

FICO™ Blaze Advisor®
SmartForms module

» Adds ability to deploy rules directly into the user interface

Java

FICO™ Model Builder

» Accelerates model development and deployment

» Simplifies data capture and ensures data consistency for complex
claim and FNOL forms

» Analytics (including systematic analysis of operational data) for
shaping claim scores and providing assignment recommendations
to improve payout ratio
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Windows, Linux, Unix

INSURANCE » Claims Management & Reserving

Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

FICO™ Blaze Advisor®
Consulting

» Experienced team of skilled business rules architects and project
mangers

Proof of concepts
Design specifications
Complete rules projects
Audit of internal projects and
methods
Methodology training
Resources for overflow
capacity

» Ability to use project accelerators such as claims conversion
frameworks for legacy modernization programs

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® Training

» Speeds time to value by teaching product fundamentals, advanced
techniques and best practices

Open enrollment in regularly
scheduled courses at FICO
facilities
On-site classes
Custom courses, training
planning and train-thetrainer services

FICO™ Model Builder Training

» Knowledge and skills for successful implementation, maintenance
and support

Fundamental and advanced
client and partner training
courses
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Fraud
FICO fraud solutions detect fraud, abuse and error in insurance and healthcare claims
before payment and identify suspicious providers as soon as aberrant behavior patterns
emerge. Accelerate claims processing while saving money by avoiding improper
payments, increasing loss recovery and correcting systemic vulnerabilities—and do it
with existing or reduced staff.

Key Business Challenges
»» P&C insurers, as well as healthcare payers, are
continually under pressure on profitability
»» Increasing loss ratios
»» Increasing regulations, fines and penalties
»» Workers’ compensation employer fraud is a large
and growing problem, especially in a bad economic
environment
»» Auto insurance fraud, in particular staged accidents, is
a growing problem linked to organized crime

FICO Approach
FICO fraud solutions are specifically designed for P&C
insurers, workers compensation insurers and healthcare
payers. They reduce fraud losses by identifying
suspicious claims or providers throughout the claims
management process, payment and reporting. Our
approach combines best-in-class components to deliver
detection, action and investigation tools that are easily
integrated with an insurer’s claims management system.
Our solutions include FICO’s advanced predictive
analytics that detect problems too complex, subtle or
new to write rules against, and notice small irregularities
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that “fly under the radar” of conventional defenses but
add up to huge losses. They also automate the claims
investigation process, aiding insurers to take action on
the fraud scores, and keep operational costs low. This
approach is more effective than rules-based or data
mining tools that flag claims for review and leave it up to
investigators to figure out what to do next.

Client Proof Points
Highmark: One of largest healthcare payers in the US,
wanted to automate post-payment and prepayment
fraud, abuse and error detection by identifying aberrant
trends in provider, claim and member data using FICO™
Insurance Fraud Manager—Healthcare Edition.
Result: Within the first few months of implementing the
tool, Highmark SIU identified 83 new fraud cases. The
average dollars and recoveries of just two cases more
than paid for the software acquisition cost.
Workers’ Compensation Fund: A leading state
workers’ compensation fund, with more than $100+
million in annual premiums, wanted to identify
fraudulent claims using Insurance Fraud Manager.
Result: Realized more than $4 million in savings in the
first year of use, $800,000 of which was attributable to
one fraud case alone.

INSURANCE » Fraud

Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO™ Insurance Fraud
Manager—Healthcare Edition

» Find and prevent paying fraudulent or abusive healthcare claims

ASP or hosted by client on
recommended hardware
configuration

• Focus limited fraud review resources on the highest potential
returns
• Reduce costs associated with managing fraud review caseload
• Increase automation in the fraud detection and management
process
• Reduce false positive rate
• Prevent fraud rather than chase overpayments

Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Product Training

» Knowledge and skills for successful implementation, maintenance
and support

Fundamental and advanced
client and partner training
courses

Business Integration

» Defined product usage strategy customized to meet your business
objectives; defined product value objectives; understand how
Insurance Fraud Manager will add value to your business and how
to achieve these objectives

The Business Integration
Review will cover the
following key areas: Review
operational strategies, review
reporting options, Insurance
Fraud Manager performance

Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

» Custom Predictive Models

» Find and prevent paying fraudulent or abusive workers’
compensation claims or auto claims

ASP or hosted by customer
on recommended hardware
configuration

Custom Analytics

• P&C Workers’ Compensation
• Claimant Fraud
• Employer Fraud
• Auto Fraud

• Focus limited fraud review resources on the highest potential
returns
• Reduce costs associated with managing fraud review caseload
• Increase automation in the fraud detection and management
process
• Reduce false positive rate
• Prevent fraud rather than chase overpayments
» Modular approach to development providing flexibility
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Compliance
FICO solutions promote improved adherence to regulations with less effort and lower
compliance cost for clients in P&C, life and health insurance. In addition, our analytical
application FICO™ MIRA™ Claims Advisor for Reserving provides more accurate
reserving at the claim level.

Key Business Challenges

Client Proof Points

»» Regulatory compliance costs are on the rise as
companies are extending their geographical footprint

Large US Insurer: Large insurer needed an automated
individual claims reserving system to calculate future
compensation and medical costs. The insurer required
that the reserve predictions were based upon the
historical claim data and payment patterns. The
individual case reserves file also needed to support
client systems to calculate reserves and rates (pricing
and premium decisions) within jurisdictional and
regulatory guidelines.

»» Increasing regulatory scrutiny is driving the need
for transparency and a rational, defensible basis for
operations
»» Some insurance sectors are still trying to cope
with modernization of IT systems and processes that
will enable them to push the right product to the
right risks
»» Adjuster turnover is as bad as it was 20 years ago

FICO Approach
Our approach to compliance takes into consideration
decision transparency (models and rules clearly show
what decision was made and why), as well as provide
you with tools that can validate and defend decisions
that are made with regard to current federal and state
regulations. Through the use of proven modeling
techniques, our solutions deliver consistent and accurate
reserve predictions that conform to applicable law,
regulation and reserve policies.
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Result: MIRA Claims Advisor was implemented in June
2008 and has been the primary source for reserves and
ratemaking. The client has indicated that MIRA Claims
Advisor has created stability and provided an objective
methodology to their ratemaking process while
meeting regulatory and statutory requirements. They
also indicated higher level of customer satisfaction in
pricing and premium calculations.

INSURANCE » Compliance

Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO™ MIRA™ Claims Advisor
for Reserving

» Defensible reserve rationale

ASP or hosted by client on
recommended hardware
configuration

» Precise (claim-level) risk predictions for more accurate reserving
» Estimates reserves from individual claims rather than from
policyholder groups

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® business
rules management system

» Ability to match product-profile, such as assessing which
investment/annuity products to offer with a certain risk profile

Java, .NET, COBOL

» Consistent enforcement of regulatory mandates across core
insurance processes and multiple channels
» Flexible adjustments to varied state and market requirements
» Automated compliance documentation and audit tracking
» Rapid modification of regulatory rules by compliance managers

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® Decision
Simulator module

» Improves strategies and streamlines approval process for
deploying updated regulatory or risk profile matching rules, and
analyzes business impact from such changes

Java (can also be used to
analyze COBOL projects)

Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

FICO™ Blaze Advisor®
Consulting

» Experienced team of skilled business rules architects and project
managers

Proof of concepts
Design specifications
Complete rules projects
Audit of internal projects and
methods
Methodology training
Resources for overflow
capacity

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® Training

» Speeds time to value by teaching product fundamentals,
advanced techniques and best practices

Open enrollment in regularly
scheduled courses at FICO
facilities
On-site classes
Custom courses, training
planning and train-thetrainer services
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RETAIL » Marketing

Marketing
FICO marketing solutions provide an integrated decision management platform
allowing you to connect to your customers, collect actionable information and perfect
your marketing campaigns with advanced analytics.

Key Business Challenges

FICO Approach

Challenges due to proliferation of channels:

Our approach enables real-time consumer engagement
between you and your customers and prospects. FICO
analytics give you greater insight into each individual
customer, leading to more targeted campaigns. You can
engage with consumers on the web to gather relevant
data, administer loyalty programs and push promotions
in real time. You can reduce marketing costs by ensuring
that the most relevant messages reach the right targets
through the most effective channels.

»» Increasing marketing clutter for consumers, making it
more difficult to connect and engage them
»» Maintaining control of the dialog by anticipating and
responding quickly to claims, negative comments
or reviews in interactive channels (or conversely
leveraging positive reviews)
»» Optimizing marketing mix
Challenges due to economic environment:
»» Reduced marketing budgets
»» Meager response rates
»» High new customer acquisition costs
»» Decreasing loyalty of consumers to any particular
brand or institution
Organizational challenges:
»» Multiple environments for marketing, all managing
channels independently
»» Increasing amounts of disparate data
»» Inability to baseline and measure results

FICO has broad experience leveraging transaction data
to predict behaviors relevant to marketers. Additionally,
marketers rely on FICO® Scores for campaigns that
attract low risk prospects.
The FICO approach enables you to connect with
customers, collect actionable data and perfect
decisions:
»» Connect: Connect dynamically with customers in
real-time web interaction.
»» Collect: Develop an actionable, single view
of customers and prospects. Leverage data
enhancement and appends, surveys and other data
sources.
»» Perfect: Increase engagement, sales or other
measures through test-and-learn platforms and
advanced decisioning analytics. For retailers who have
a large number of products, our approach predicts the
likelihood of purchase for thousands of products in
order to identify which offers optimize response, sales
or margins.
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Why FICO

Client Proof Points

»» FICO has been a leader in turning data into actionable
information for more than 50 years.

A large retailer with a tiered loyalty program launched
a campaign with the goal of increasing both sales and
membership in its top tier.

»» We specialize in solving real-world business problems
with advanced analytic technology.

Results

»» Our hosted solution enables you to get up and
running quickly without significant upfront
investment.

»» Individualized offers were redeemed at rates ranging
from 10 to 20 times that of control group receiving
generalized offers.

»» The solutions are flexible—they integrate into your
existing systems and processes. They are modular—
you can select which components to incorporate
based on your needs. And they are scalable—the
solution can grow and expand across the enterprise
on your schedule.

»» Double-digit increase in upgrades to top-tier of
retailer’s loyalty program.
Canadian Tire Financial Services, the financial
services arm of Canadian Tire Corporation, Ltd., which
operates more than 1,170 general merchandise and
apparel retail stores and gas stations.
Challenge: Develop an actionable metric for measuring
customer value.
Solution: Enterprise-level segmentation enabled
through FICO® Segmentation Models.
Results: Developed customer segments that are
strategically distinct and highly differentiated by value.
Deploying strategies that refocus efforts on most
valuable cardholders.
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RETAIL » Marketing

Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO® Precision Marketing
Manager

» Know more about each individual consumer’s value and potential,
leading to more targeted campaigns

Hosted by FICO

» Leverage single point of marketing decisions across all channels
and touchpoints
» Reduce campaign costs and increase response by ensuring relevant
messages reach the right targets through the most effective
channels

FICO® Retail Action Manager

» Provides retailers with the ability to promote the right product to
the right person at the right time in order to increase sales

Hosted by FICO

» Enables monitoring of campaign success at a granular level in order
to increase effectiveness through test-and-learn discipline, and to
justify campaign spending internally and to supplier partners

Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverable

FICO™ Customer Data
Integration

» Completely identify each individual and their history of purchases
and other data

Individual ID, Household ID,
Address ID for customers in
database

Marketing Strategy Consulting

» Improve marketing and business results, such as cross-sell and
retention, through customer-centric insight and marketing strategy
focused on customer needs, value and behavior

Customer strategy, marketing
strategy recommendations,
customer segmentation
targeting and messaging
recommendations, business
process design
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Custom Analytics
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverable

Segmentation Models

» Enables more intelligent marketing tactics focused on customer
value, and more informative reports of KPIs by segment

Value-driven customer
segmentation, customer
profiles, scoring algorithm
to assign customers to
segments

Predictive Models

» Improved response prediction for greater targeting precision and
use of marketing dollars

Can be provided as FICO™
Blaze Advisor® executable
or as comprehensive model
specification

Decision Modeling and
Optimization

» Optimize results of marketing campaigns while explicitly managing
business trade-offs such as cost and benefit or risk and reward

Optimized strategy (tree,
tagged file and/or code),
optimization reports,
pre-configured application
to enable simulation and
creation of new optimized
strategies
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RETAIL » Merchandising

Merchandising
FICO merchandising solutions enable you to increase growth and profitability by
automating manual space planning with more specific store-level capabilities.
These solutions can help you improve assortment and layout by incorporating
historical selling patterns, and by integrating with existing supply chain and
visualization solutions.

Key Business Challenges
»» Very few retail/CPG company assortment/planogram
decisions are based on customer demand at the store
level
»» Planners rely on industry knowledge and manual
techniques—selecting and placing products on
shelves is done as an art not a science
»» It is humanly impossible to consider the massive
number of factors that affect shelf placement, such as:
• Product packaging dimensions
• Profit per product and historical sales
• Number of product facings
• Grouping of products by brand
• Restocking constraints
»» The skills and decision criteria leave when a planner
leaves
»» Visualizing the results is a laborious process
»» Not many solutions or tools in the market offer a
“complete solution”

assortment, inventory and blocking rules with
optimization, different plans can be created based upon:
»» Maximizing profit
»» Maximizing sales
»» Minimizing constraint/rule violations and associated
penalties
»» Minimizing restocking fees
FICO merchandising solutions incorporate an integrated,
interactive approach that includes:
»» Hypothesis-driven approach (begin where the business
believes there’s value)
»» Relevant analytics incorporating business rules,
merchandising objectives and inventory management
strategies as constraints within analytical models
(reduce unnecessary complexity with consistent problem
formulation)
»» Business workshops and interviews (guide the
mathematics)
• Strategy
• Business rules and scenarios
• Priorities

FICO Approach
By leveraging FICO™ Blaze Advisor® business rules
management system and FICO™ Xpress Optimization
Suite, you can automate and improve your space
planning processes. You can also improve assortment
and layout by taking into account historical selling
patterns, as well as by integrating with your existing
supply chain and visualization solutions. By combining

»» Value-based objectives that unify the supply chain
(incorporate consumer-product choice insights and
customer category management strategies in case and
pallet decisioning)
»» Sustainable value (create refreshable supply chain rule
decisioning methods)
»» Continuous feedback to ensure consistency with the
business and partners
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Why FICO

Client Proof Points

»» FICO has been a leader in turning data into actionable
information for more than 50 years.

Large Retailer: A large retail company integrated
Blaze Advisor and FICO Xpress into their space planning
business process and technical architecture. The use
of FICO technologies shortened the time to create
planograms, which allowed them to make changes in
the store on a more regular basis in response to ever
changing consumer and product demands.

»» We specialize in solving real-world business problems
with advanced analytic technology.
»» The solutions are flexible—they integrate into your
existing systems and processes. They are modular—
you can select which components to incorporate
based on your needs. And they are scalable—the
solution can grow and expand across the enterprise
on your schedule.
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Result: The company was able to create planograms in
1/10 the amount of time with increased accuracy and
direct impact on restocking fees and profit.

RETAIL » Merchandising

Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® business
rules management system

» Industry leading business rules management system

Java, .NET, COBOL

» Reusable, modifiable business rules for easy decisioning
» Improve assortment, layout and pricing to improve margins

FICO™ Xpress
Optimization Suite

» Premier math modeling and optimization suite targeting
operations research and OEMs

C, C++, VB, .NET, Java

» Optimization for mathematically determining best price and other
critical decisions
» Improve assortment, layout and pricing to improve margins
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Store Operations
FICO retail solutions enable retailers to leverage the powerful capabilities of business
rules management, optimization and analytics to improve their operational efficiencies.

Key Business Challenges

Why FICO

»» Deploying the right number of workers with the
right skills exactly when needed to meet business
objectives and customer demand

»» FICO has been a leader in turning data into actionable
information for more than 50 years.

»» Ensuring compliance with corporate-mandated
pricing, promotions, display and other tasks and
regulatory requirements such as labor laws
»» Prioritizing store manager tasks based on customer
needs, inventory needs or store profitability

FICO Approach
Our approach enables real-time rule execution at
the store level and puts appropriate information
in the hands of the store managers to deliver and
execute consistently to ensure customer satisfaction,
comply with employment regulations and deliver
store profitability. Reduce the amount of out-ofstocks, improve customer satisfaction, increase store
profitability and reduce regulatory exposure.
The FICO approach enables your store managers to
be more efficient and consistent in their day-to-day
decision making by providing the essential prioritized
information and decisions to their hand-helds, all based
on the latest in-store data.
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»» We specialize in solving real-world business problems
with advanced analytic technology.
»» Our solutions enable you to get up and running
quickly.
»» The solutions are flexible—they integrate into your
existing systems and processes. They are modular—
you can select which components to incorporate
based on your needs. And they are scalable—a
solution can grow and expand across the enterprise
on your schedule.

Client Proof Points
Large Retailer: A large retail company built a manager
portal that was accessible through their smart phones.
This portal provided a prioritized list of action items
based on real-time information.
Result: Reduced out-of-stock situations, increased
customer satisfaction and reduced business and
regulatory anomalies with employees.

RETAIL » Store Operations

Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® business
rules management system

» Industry leading business rules management system

Java, .NET, COBOL

» Reusable, modifiable business rules for easy decisioning
» Improve efficiency and business processes

FICO™ Xpress
Optimization Suite

» Premier math modeling and optimization suite targeting
operations research and OEMs

C, C++, VB, .NET, Java

» Optimization for mathematically determining best price and other
critical decisions
» Improve efficiency and business processes
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Credit Risk & Loss
FICO offers a comprehensive portfolio of products to enable retailers to manage credit
risk and loss for their financial portfolios.

Key Business Challenges

Client Proof Points

»» Stabilize and reduce losses and delinquencies

Dell Financial Services, providing loans and leases
for consumers and small/medium businesses, with a
portfolio of $4.5 billion.

»» Balance profitability and increase sales of store
merchandise
»» Increase agility to manage changing environments
»» Reducing the cost of collections while increasing
effectiveness
»» Minimizing fraud losses including online and card-notpresent fraud

FICO Approach
FICO combines best-in-class systems that apply
analytics, decision-making software and industry
expertise across the customer lifecycle.

Why FICO
»» End-to-end risk management solution for originations,
customer and account management, collections and
recovery, and fraud management
»» Connected Decisions approach to manage customers
holistically and improve decisions through maximizing
insights from across the lifecycle
»» 50% of the top US retailers rely upon FICO’s solutions
to build high-value relationships with their customers

Challenge: Due to stellar growth since its inception in
1997, the scope of Dell’s decision making for consumer
and business lines of credit was becoming increasingly
more complex with higher performance demands.
Solution: A new Universal Decision Engine platform
for improving origination risk and fraud decisions,
comprised of FICO® Capstone® Intelligent Data Manager,
FICO™ Falcon® ID solution and FICO™ Blaze Advisor®
business rules management system.
Results: With a powerful and flexible rule-based
decision system, Dell now performs a far greater
number of automated customer decisions with greater
precision in risk and fraud measurement, resulting in
faster customer response time and the ability to quickly
market new offers.
Marks and Spencer, a major UK retailer.
Challenge: Migrate entire portfolio to new credit card
product while managing exposure and risk in a onetime migration.
Solution: Decision modeling and optimization to
model various scenarios of profitability and determine
best strategy for migration.
Results: One-time migration met business constraints
and performed better than the pilot.
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RETAIL » Credit Risk & Loss

For a complete list of credit risk products and services, please refer to the
Banking section of this catalog. All products are applicable for retailers who
manage financial portfolios.
Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO™ Falcon® Fraud Manager
for Merchants

» Greatly reduces fraud risk for companies selling products or
services via the internet, phone or mail. You can substantially
lower your fraud losses while keeping approved transaction
volume high and customer service expense low.

ASP
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Healthcare » Marketing

Marketing
FICO provides advanced solutions for consumer and professional marketing,
including an integrated decision management platform allowing you to connect
to your customers, and advanced analytics for better targeting and optimizing
marketing initiatives.

Key Business Challenges

FICO Approach

Challenges due to proliferation of channels:

Our approach enables real-time consumer engagement
between you and your patients and healthcare
providers. FICO analytics give you greater insight into
each individual customer, leading to more targeted
campaigns. You can engage with consumers on the
web to gather relevant data, administer loyalty programs
and push promotions in real time. You can reduce
marketing costs by ensuring that the most relevant
messages reach the right targets through the most
effective channels.

»» Increasing marketing clutter for consumers, making it
more difficult to connect and engage them
»» Optimizing marketing mix
Challenges due to economic environment:
»» Reduced marketing budgets
»» Meager response rates
»» High new customer acquisition costs
»» Decreasing loyalty of consumers to any particular
brand or institution

The FICO approach enables you to connect with
customers, collect actionable data and perfect
decisions:

»» Shift from higher cost traditional methods (in-office
sales rep) to lower cost online channels

»» Connect: Connect dynamically with customers in
real-time web interaction.

»» Increased regulations focused on marketing efforts,
with particular emphasis on physician-related activities

»» Collect: Develop an actionable, single view
of customers and prospects. Leverage data
enhancement and appends, surveys and other data
sources.

Organizational challenges:
»» Multiple environments for marketing, all managing
channels independently
»» Increasing amounts of disparate data

»» Perfect: Increase engagement, sales or other
measures through test-and-learn platforms and
advanced decisioning analytics.

»» Inability to baseline and measure results
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Why FICO

Client Proof Points

»» FICO has been a leader in turning data into actionable
information for more than 50 years.

Client: Top 10 global pharmaceutical company

»» We specialize in solving real-world business problems
with advanced analytic technology.
»» Our hosted solutions enable you to get up and
running quickly without significant upfront
investment.
»» The solutions are flexible—they integrate into your
existing systems and processes. They are modular—
you can select which components to incorporate
based on your needs. And they are scalable—a
solution can grow and expand across the enterprise
on your schedule.
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Challenge: How to efficiently support multi-brand
relationship marketing (RM) efforts to drive increased
acquisition, compliance and persistency, and improve
market share.
Solution: Development of an RM Center of Excellence
supported by FICO® Precision Marketing Manager.
Results: Reduced RM brand program costs by 68% and
improved compliance with privacy policies. Cost per
qualified lead reduced by 65% through a program of
Rx Coupons and telemarketing enabled with Precision
Marketing Manager.

Healthcare » Marketing

Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO® Precision
Marketing Manager

» Know more about each individual consumer’s value and potential,
leading to more targeted campaigns

Hosted by FICO

» Leverage single point of marketing decisions across all channels
and touchpoints
» Reduce campaign costs and increase response by ensuring
relevant messages reach the right targets through the most
effective channels

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® business
rules management system

» Industry leading business rules management system
» Reusable, modifiable business rules for easy decisioning

Java (can also be used to
analyze COBOL projects)

» Use to develop a State Compliance Decision Manager, to enable
you to comply with state regulations by tracking and reporting
physician marketing

Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

FICO™ Customer Data
Integration

» Completely identify each individual and their history of purchases
and other data

Individual ID, Household ID,
Address ID for customers in
database

Medication Adherence
Models

» Predicts likely compliance to prescribed drug therapy for
differentiated targeting of promotion, communication and
intervention tactics; improves program ROI and patient health
outcomes

Models executed via hosted
service

Marketing Strategy
Consulting

» Improve marketing and business results such as cross-sell and
retention through customer-centric insight and marketing strategy
focused on customer needs, value and behavior

Customer strategy, marketing
strategy recommendations,
customer segmentation
targeting and messaging
recommendations, business
process design
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Custom Analytics
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Segmentation Models

» Enables more intelligent marketing tactics focused on customer
value, and more informative reports of KPIs by segment

Value-driven customer
segmentation, customer
profiles, scoring algorithm
to assign customers to
segments

Predictive Models

» Improved response prediction for greater targeting precision and
use of marketing dollars

Can be provided as Blaze
Advisor executable or as
comprehensive model
specification

Decision Modeling and
Optimization

» Optimize results of marketing campaigns while explicitly managing
business trade-offs such as cost and benefit or risk and reward

Optimized strategy (tree,
tagged file and/or code),
optimization reports,
pre-configured application
to enable simulation and
creation of new optimized
strategies
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CROSS-INDUSTRY
TOOLS

Cross Industry Tools » Business Rules

Business Rules
The award winning FICO™ Blaze Advisor® is the world’s leading business rules
management system, maximizing control over high-volume operational decisions.
Blaze Advisor provides companies across industries with a scalable solution that
delivers unprecedented agility and actionability for smarter business decisions.

Key Business Challenges

FICO Approach

»» Tighter budgets and pricing pressure drive need to
reduce costs and increase operational efficiency

Succeeding in today’s economy requires quick,
intelligent reactions to rapidly changing market
conditions. FICO business rules management capabilities
enable you to better monitor the effectiveness of
your strategies. They provide business users with an
environment where they can quickly and safely turn
their market and customer insights into verified, tested
and deployed strategies.

»» New regulatory requirements
»» Need to react more quickly to changing markets
• Increased competitive pressure requires shorter
product-to-market cycles
»» Need to treat customers better
• Standardize rules to deliver consistent decisions
across all channels
• Capture and consolidate data to enable
better analytics
• Make more customer decisions in real-time
• Capture and consolidate data to enable
better analytics
• Use rules and analytics to increase personalization

FICO continues to provide the fastest and most
scalable rules management capability in the industry,
benchmarking over 300x faster than competitive
offerings at the highest levels of complexity. What makes
us best-in-class, however, is that high performance
in run-time is paralleled by high performance in rule
development and maintenance.

Why FICO
The Decision Management leader and technology
innovator for more than 50 years, FICO combines trusted
advice, world-class analytics and innovative solutions
to help businesses make smarter decisions. If you are
already using our tools within FICO applications, why not
use them in other areas?
»» Proven solution for complex, high volume applications
»» Enables business users to safely manage their
own rules
»» True multi-platform support for Java, .NET and COBOL
»» Seamlessly integrates and deploys predictive analytics
»» Industry’s best rule verification, validation and
simulation
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Analyst Proof Points

Client Proof Points

»» Best Business Rules-Based Decision Management
System for 2008
—Yphise Reports

»» EverBank reduced time to market for new financial
products from 6–8 weeks to less than one week while
achieving a five-fold decrease in system maintenance
costs.

»» Best Business Rules Management System for 2008
—InfoWorld
»» Innovative Implementation Award for 2008
—ACCORD
»» Closest to bull’s-eye in business rules management
—Bloor Research 2009
»» “Organizations in highly competitive, fast-changing,
or highly regulated markets will benefit from using
Blaze Advisor, particularly where there is volume and
complexity in terms of rules and transactions.”
—2009 Butler Technology Audit
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»» Aviva reduced insurance policy enrollment time from
22 days to less than 6 minutes with more than 70%
automated decisions, while reducing IT costs by 20%.
»» Air Products and Chemicals’ solution consolidates
its material master data process from 45 days to often
same-day.
»» Healthways benchmarks FICO™ Blaze Advisor®
business rules management system as 12x faster than
competition on high volume .NET application to add
agility to legacy healthcare system.

Cross Industry Tools » Business Rules

Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® business
rules management system

» Industry leading business rules management system

Java, .NET, COBOL

FICO™ Blaze Advisor® Decision
Simulator module

» Adds ability to pump historical data through rules and provides
reports to analyze business impact

» Delivers agility, consistency and precision via custom-built
decision services

Java (can also be used to
analyze COBOL projects)

» Improves strategies and streamlines approval process for
deploying updated rules

FICO™ Blaze Advisor®
SmartForms module

» Adds ability to deploy rules directly into the user interface

Java

» Simplifies data capture and ensures data consistency for
complex forms

Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Blaze Advisor Consulting

» Experienced team of skilled business rules architects and
project mangers

Proof of concepts
Design specifications
Complete rules projects
Audit of internal projects and
methods
Methodology training
Resources for overflow
capacity

» Speeds time to value, reduces project risk and jump-starts client
self-sufficiency

Blaze Advisor Health Check

» Performance solutions
• A reduction in your maintenance costs
• Standardization of your solutions will improve their
maintainability

» A review of your existing
solutions
» Provision of guidance on
how your solution may be
optimized
» A Health Check report
identifying potential
problems and offering
guidance. This is tailored
to your individual
requirements and will
cover one or more of the
following areas:
• Internal rules repository
structure
• Coding standards/best
practice
• Decision service
deployment and
associated code
• Decision service
performance

continued on next page
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Application-Related Services continued from previous page
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Blaze Advisor
Product Training

» Speeds time to value by teaching product fundamentals,
advanced techniques and best practices

Open enrollment in regularly
scheduled courses at FICO
facilities
On-site classes
Custom courses, training
planning and train-thetrainer services

Global Business Consulting:
» The FICO Business
Consultants will work with
your own credit risk team
to design and develop
strategies and business rules
to be deployed in the new
system

» Global team with real-world experience in all the originations
issues you are facing. Global Business Consulting will get our
clients off to a flying start by using our knowledge and experience
to guide the business strategy design and make sure the system
will be implemented in such a way as to achieve your business
objectives, as expeditiously as possible.

Best practice in origination
credit risk management and
operations, covering and
delivering:
» Process design
» Strategy design
» Roadmap of activities
toward best-in-class
decisioning
» Roadmap of activities
toward best-in-class
operations
» Benchmarking across
strategy and operation

• Appraising credit policies and blending with domain expertise
and industry best practices
• Evaluation of business impact—both operational and financial
• Regular ongoing assessment of performance for all implemented
strategies
• Development and implementation of new challenger strategies
• Participation in all design meetings to ensure the software
solution meets your current and future requirements
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Cross Industry Tools » Models

Models
FICO predictive analytics help you make smarter, more profitable decisions around your
customer relationships. FICO™ Model Builder enables you to build and deploy powerful,
highly effective predictive models tailored to your business objectives.

Key Business Challenges
»» Modeling teams need to do more with less
»» Need to shorten model development and
deployment cycles
»» Use modeling to identify and retain most profitable
customers
»» Looking for innovative modeling techniques to stay
ahead of the competition
»» Leveraging additional sources of data (such as
transaction records) in model development
»» Greater demand for use of models to increase
personalization and customization
»» Focus on using models to identify and increase total
customer value across the enterprise
»» Capture and integrate data from all customer
interactions across all products to enable better
analytics

FICO Approach
During times of both economic expansion and
contraction, institutions that utilize predictive analytics
effectively gain critical insights needed to make sound
decisions to support business objectives.

Used extensively by FICO staff to develop hundreds
of scorecard models each year, FICO Model Builder is
the gold standard of predictive analytics, enabling you
to build and deploy predictive models that are both
powerful and palatable.
Integration with FICO™ Blaze Advisor® business rules
management system allows predictive models to be
incorporated easily within decision strategies and
deployed into the production environment.

Why FICO
FICO has been the predictive analytics industry leader
for 20+ years. We are dominant in the credit card
industry (65% of all cards worldwide). With 300+ clients
worldwide, FICO is a leader in all geographies.
Quality assurance. Experienced consultants can assist
with any phase of the predictive modeling lifecycle.
Model Builder is the same tool our analysts use to
develop FICO® credit risk scores and hundreds of custom
scorecard models each year.
Predictive models can be imported into Blaze Advisor
for seamless deployment of business rules and predictive
models in Java, .NET or COBOL environments.
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Analyst Proof Points

Client Proof Points

“The combination of its Blaze Advisor rule engine
and analytical modeling tools can be used to create
extremely sophisticated and complex automated
decision processes for any business function. Enterprises
considering an enterprise decision management
strategy that calls for innovative data mining analysis to
support automated decisions should evaluate FICO.”

The consumer credit division for Tarjetas Cencosud
(one of the largest South American retailers) adopted
Model Builder to better assess the risk level of their
customer base. By migrating to Model Builder as their
environment for developing predictive models,
they have:

—Gartner Magic Quadrant for Customer Data Mining

»» Improved time-to-value for developing and deploying
predictive model by 400%

“Analytic models developed with FICO’s Model Builder
software can be deployed directly into the production
environments, where they’ll be used via the company’s
Blaze Advisor rule engine. Clients wanting to shorten
the implementation and deployment cycle for analytic
models supporting automated decisions, or that expect
to change models frequently, should consider FICO.”

»» Increased the precision of the company’s short-and
long-term financial projections and risk management
strategies

—Gartner Magic Quadrant for Customer Data Mining

»» Reduced model development cost by 40%

Using Segmentation ART in conjunction with the
Scorecard module, another client was able to improve
model performance while reducing the number of
scorecards from 10 to 6.
»» Increased system divergence by 8%
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Cross Industry Tools » Models

Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO™ Model Builder

» Base platform for all FICO modeling modules

Windows, Linux, Unix

» Accelerates model development and deployment

Scorecard Module for
FICO™ Model Builder

» Adds ability to create highly predictive, understandable and
compliant models using FICO’s industry-leading scorecard
algorithm

Windows, Linux, Unix

» Gives clients access to the same powerful tools behind the FICO®
credit risk scores
» Bins predictive inputs to capture non-linear relationships and
protect against outliers
» Easily accounts for missing data

Segmentation ART™ module
for FICO™ Model Builder

» Adds ability to identify optimal population segments, allowing
users to obtain more predictive power with fewer models

Windows, Linux, Unix

Data Spiders™ module for
FICO™ Model Builder

» Adds ability to quickly assess thousands of candidate variable
summaries and identify the most predictive to include in models

Windows, Linux, Unix

» Utilizes transaction data more effectively

FICO™ Model Builder for
Decision Trees

» Rapidly develop more profitable data-driven strategies that
optimize a given performance measure

Windows

» Used to refine optimized strategies created with FICO™ Decision
Optimizer
» Deploy decision trees to Blaze Advisor and/or FICO® TRIAD®
Customer Manager

Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

FICOTM Model Builder
Product Training

» Knowledge and skills for successful implementation, maintenance
and support

Fundamental and advanced
client and partner training
courses
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Optimization
FICO optimization solutions give you more power to solve your most complex
operational challenges and decisions. Employing the most sophisticated, fastest
algorithms on the market, they enable you to determine the most profitable, highest
ROI use of organizational resources.

Key Business Challenges

FICO Approach

»» Optimize profit and cost reduction in a highly
margin-competitive industry and difficult economic
environment

Succeeding in today’s economy requires quick, intelligent
reactions to rapidly changing market conditions. FICO
optimization solutions help you develop and deploy
applications that identify the best possible solution to
your biggest real-world challenges—faster than ever.

»» Need to maximize every customer interaction to
achieve business goals within real-world constraints
»» Need to maximize use of resources to achieve more
with less
»» Limited time window to identify optimal solutions and
bring them to market
»» Desire for optimal or near-optimal decisions in real time
»» Changing market conditions require greater stress
testing and “what if” analysis

We provide the industry’s best modeling/programming
environment and algorithms to help operations research
experts solve their hardest optimization problems in
the fastest possible time. We also provide higher-level
tools for business users to explore alternative scenarios
and identify high-value solutions to problems, such as
optimizing account/customer-level actions to achieve
portfolio-level business goals.
Our consultants provide industry-leading expertise
to support the analytical design and creation of
decision models, optimization formulas, tuning and
implementing of optimized strategies, and support for
ongoing optimization needs.
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Cross Industry Tools » Optimization

Why FICO

Client Proof Points

FICO has been the Decision Management leader and
technology innovator for more than 50 years, with a
proven ability to deliver ROI in high-value deployments.
Our optimization algorithms are the fastest, most
scalable in the industry. We make optimization
more accessible while reducing time to market for
optimization solutions.

»» Avis Europe—a leading car rental company in
Europe, Africa, the Middle East and Asia—achieved a
two-point increase in fleet utilization, translating into
an economic impact of $19 million.

FICO solutions enable business users to manage
scenarios to explore alternatives and trade-offs safely
and easily. Optimized strategies and results can easily
be delivered in FICO solutions and other applications.
And we provide expert consultants and pre-packaged
solutions that accelerate time to value and greater selfsufficiency.

Analyst Proof Points
“FICO Xpress helps analysts determine the optimal, or
feasible, solution quickly. During execution, users can
direct the toolset towards optimization, feasibility or
computation time.”
—Butler Technology Audit

»» American Airlines, serving nearly 100 million
passengers annually, optimized processes that lead
to increased revenue, reduced costs and improved
customer service.
»» Honeywell Process Solutions, a division of
Honeywell International, used Xpress Optimization
Suite to develop an optimization software solution for
improved scheduling decisions that can have a multimillion dollar impact for manufacturers.
»» The National Football League (NFL) used Xpress to
develop a game schedule that would address stadium
availability issues, minimize the competitive impact of
travel, and deliver television schedules that allow the
most fans to watch the biggest games.
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Applications
Product

Value Proposition

Platform

FICO™ Xpress
Optimization Suite

» Premier math modeling and optimization suite targeting
operations research and OEMs

C, C++, VB, .NET, Java

FICO™ Decision Optimizer

» Business user-friendly tool embedding a proven approach to
optimizing individual actions to achieve portfolio-level goals

Java

Application-Related Services
Service

Value Proposition

Deliverables

Decision Modeling and
Optimization

» Optimize results while explicitly managing business trade-offs such
as cost and benefit or risk and reward

Decision model embedded
in optimization software;
configuration of software for
business problem

FICO™ Xpress Optimization
Suite Product Training

» Speeds time to value by teaching product fundamentals, advanced
techniques and best practices

On-site classes
Custom courses, training
planning and train-thetrainer services
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